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Abstract 

A new prosthesis design for total ankle arthroplasty (TAA), with an internal structure for its 

polymeric insert is proposed and analyzed on numerical simulation. 

Engineering parameters for prosthesis designs are proposed and discussed. Physiological 

load conditions for ankle joint are applied for numerical simulation on a finite element 

analysis (FEA), considering experimental data for modeling the polymer material behavior.  

Performance of total deformation, strain, safety factors and equivalent stress of structured 

prosthesis are compared versus a common solid model and literature findings for market-

available prosthesis. 

Results showed that the proposed structured design can operate safely on simulated cases, 

having a diminished stress state in comparison with precedent TAA prosthesis. Thus, it is a 

good insight for future development.  

Previous side work that could not satisfy the project needs, but still with potential 

applications on biomechanics is also exposed. 
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Work overview 

This doctoral thesis presents the devising, designing and development of a total ankle 

arthroplasty (TAA) prosthesis. This logical order is followed on chapter redactions. 

First chapter is dedicated to the state of the art and theoretical framework. After the obligated 

review of ankle anatomy, benchmarking of market-available prosthesis, and study of the 

main causes for prosthesis failure, found to be related with stressing and premature wear of 

sacrifice component on TAA prosthesis.  

Second chapter verses about the use of Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polyethylene in 

prosthesis fabrication as material of fundamental importance. Carried essays on samples are 

reported, and obtained data is analyzed on third chapter for a proper material model 

adjustment. 

As it was found that excessive stress was the main cause for ankle prosthesis failure, some 

possible concepts for avoiding this effect were considered on fourth chapter, namely fluid 

damping and a honeycomb array of negative stiffness dampers. Although these were not 

used on the final iteration, they could be useful on other applications and thus reported. 

After finding the best approach for the ankle prosthesis design, through application of 

computer-aided design (CAD) software a design proposal was generated. Detailed 

description of this prosthesis is found on fifth chapter. 

For the sixth chapter, a finite element analysis (FEA) is used on the aforementioned CAD 

model, considering the experimental data of third chapter for the material model, with 

physiological load conditions for ankle joint are applied for numerical simulation. 

Performance of total displacement, strain, safety factors and equivalent stress of structured 

prosthesis are compared versus a common solid model and literature findings for market-

available prosthesis.  
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Obtained results are encouraging, as the feasibility of the concept is validated, and thus 

allowing the justification and development of a future associated project for manufacturing 

and evaluating of a physical prototype. 

 

Chapter 1 – Literature review 

 

In this chapter, some basic definitions and preliminary concepts needed for the problem 

comprehension are explored; having a clear focus on ankle anatomy. 

After this obligated introduction, the ankle joint replacement state of the art is approached. 

The main concerns and development fields are analyzed, establishing a parting point for the 

general thesis development. 

From this review, it was found that premature wear and excessive stresses on total ankle 

arthroplasty (TAA) are major issues on the intervention final performance. So, a projected 

development for a solution which could diminish these events is needed and should be 

proposed as the main objective of this work, with the correspondent list of required partial 

objectives.  

 

1.1. Introduction 

 Osteoarthritis (OA) as a pathology involves the wear on the cartilage that allows bone 

movement, causing stiffness and pain on the involved joint. It is estimated that 15% of the 

adult world population suffers any adverse effects related to OA, with 1% of said global 

group affected on ankle joint [1-2]. For reference, a worldwide estimate of 250 million 

(3.3%) for combined knee and hip OA cases is estimated [3-4], thus ankle OA having a 

relatively important weight on the overall cases. 
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Predisposition for OA rises with the presence of certain factors, being positively correlated 

with age and obesity. It has been established that half of the population above 60 years shows 

OA or another arthritis-related disease on foot and ankle, even in absence of symptoms [5]. 

World Health Organization (WHO) projections estimate that in year 2050 there will be 130 

million people with OA symptoms, being 40 million seriously disabled by this cause [2]. 

The number of years lived with disability caused by general OA have risen 75% on the 

period 1990-2013 [6] 

For Mexico, census established an elder population on that bracket of age of 10.7 million 

people, with an inferred rise up to 36.4 million on 2050 [7], many of them being affected 

with OA. 

In economic terms, coping with OA can represent an emolument up to $5700 USD each year 

due the use of medical and non-medical resources [8]. It becomes clear that the disease is 

already an existing problem which will aggravate on future in terms of impacted population. 

Early stages of OA can be treated with some solutions linked to changes on lifestyle, physical 

therapies and the use of analgesics. However, for advanced OA, surgical procedures are 

mandatory. Quality of life for affected people is susceptible for bettering with the use of 

prosthetic implant on joint, diminishing pain, allowing the patient to accomplish daily tasks 

with comfort and safety. 

Joint replacement is well-known as a medical procedure on many countries, having a steadily 

rising demand [9]. Only in United States of America, an increment of 137% and 601% for 

hip and knee replacement by year 2030 is estimated [10]. Cyphers for ankle joint are not 

given, but the same ascending trend can reasonably be extrapolated, as more recent reports 

forecast that the global orthopedic devices market projections show a rising trend on the 

overall global orthopedic market compound annual growth rate of 5.22% during the period 

2017-2021 [11] and expected to exceed $53 USD billion by 2024 [12]. 

On a local level, previous work and an important market exist on Mexico. Aggregated joint 

reconstruction reached by year 2004 the 25.4% of medical devices and orthopaedical 

implants consume [13]. Having direct presence of key regional players, a strong distribution 
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network, and a well-established healthcare infrastructure, North America will lead the 

orthopedic prosthesis growth [11]. 

It should be noticed that ankle joint replacement has had a later development in comparison 

with similar knee and joint interventions due the related complexity, the higher importance 

of soft tissue interaction, and the inherent joint instability [14-15]. As a result, ankle 

intervention is less common, having greater opportunity areas within many of the market-

available joint replacements, with new contributions being more possible. 

As the joint replacement is being done at earlier ages [10,11], new challenges related to the 

more intense activities that prosthesis should endure, linked to a more active lifestyle, and 

for much longer periods arise. Therefore, the necessity for creating and implementing new 

prosthesis models intended for these operation conditions becomes evident. 

Related to their later development, there are fewer studies focused on long-term effects on 

total ankle replacement; however, a correlation on the overall results, the surgical technique 

and previous experience, and health conditions of the patient has been observed [14-15]. 

As a general fact, preexistent prosthesis models still have issues with gait modification, 

premature wear and undesired stress transmission to the rest of the lower member [16], 

problems that end on prosthesis loosening and foot damage [14-17]. Root cause of 

aforementioned situations is directly linked to changes on load distribution and energy 

transmission inside the system. 

A more accurate understanding of this problem should be achieved with a general review of 

ankle joint constitution and function. 

  

1.2.  Anatomy and biomechanics of the ankle joint 

Ankle (Figure 1.1) is the distal joint of lower limb, the one which relates leg and foot 

movements on a sagittal plane [18].  
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Figure 1.1. Extern lateral view of ankle joint [19]. 

 

It is a very closed joint, fitted, which significant range limitations, since in monopodal 

support it supports the entire weight of the body, even increased by the kinetic energy 

when the foot contacts the ground at a certain speed during walking [20]. 

The proper ankle joint is integrated by tibia and fibula (on leg) and talar bone (on feet). Tibia 

and fibula conform a joint pocket where talus trochlea fits (see Figure 1.2 for reference).   
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Figure 1.2. Frontal view of the bones on talocrural joint [21]. 

Among these bones, a damping tissue (cartilage) is found. Cartilage also works as a 

lubricated surface that allows for smooth joint bone movement.  

Average contact area for ankle joint cartilage is of 350 𝑚𝑚2, a clearly lower value compared 

to the average surface found on knee (1100 𝑚𝑚2) or hip (1200 𝑚𝑚2) joint. If knee joint 

receives a load equivalent to thrice the body weight during normal operation, the one found 

on ankle joint can be five and a half the body weight value [20,22]. Another fundamental 

difference found on ankle cartilage is its very regular and small thickness (1-1.7 mm) [23], 

still enough to absorb generated impact while walking, jumping and running. 

The ankle joint complex consists of three main axes (seen on Figure 1.3) which are 

interrupted approximately in the hindfoot. When the foot is in a reference -neutral- position, 

these three axes are perpendicular to each other. 
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Figure 1.3. Main axes of ankle joint complex [17]. 

Flexion-extension movements of the foot that are performed in the sagittal plane (parallel to 

Z axis) are conditioned by the transverse axis XX' which passes through the two malleoli, 

corresponding to the talocrural joint axis. 

The longitudinal axis of the leg Y is vertical and is responsible of the adduction-abduction 

movements of the foot, which are carried out in the transverse plane. Axial rotation of the 

flexed knee makes feasible these movements. 

The orientation of foot sole is conditioned by the movement of longitudinal axis of the foot 

Z, being either directly downwards, outwards or inwards [20].  

Although it is classified as restricted, ankle joint has a lot of mobility. Cadaveric studies have 

found average measured angles from normal position of 14.7° on dorsal flexion, 28.2° on 

plantar flexion, 13.8° on inversion and 5° on eversion (as seen on Figure 1.4)  
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Figure 1.4. Movements of ankle joint [20]. 

Talocrural joint can be compared to a simple mechanical model, as seen on Figure 1.5.  

 

Figure 1.5. Simple mechanical model of talocrural joint [20]. 
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The lower part is a simplified version of the talus, which supports a cylindrical surface with 

a large transverse axis XX'. The block on the upper part, corresponding to the lower portion 

of the tibia and fibula, whose contact surface has a hole in the form of a cylindrical segment.  

The solid cylinder, fitted in the hollow cylinder, and held laterally between both flanks of 

the upper part, can perform bending and extension movements around the common axis XX'. 

In the anatomical reality the solid cylinder corresponds to the pulley of the talus composed 

of three parts: an upper surface and two lateral surfaces, the joint facets. 

Ankle is considered a rolling joint with high congruency. Its stability is given by the presence 

of ligaments, tendons and muscles that crisscross above the bones [20].  

The ligaments of the talocrural joint are composed of two main ligamentous systems - 

external and internal lateral ligaments- and two accessory systems - anterior and posterior 

ligaments- as shown on Figure 1.6. 

 

Figure 1.6. Ligaments on ankle joint [24]. 
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The lateral ligaments, on each side of the joint, are constituted by powerful fibrous fans 

whose apex are fixed in the corresponding malleolus, close to the XX' axis, and whose 

periphery is expanded by the two bones of the superior tarsus. 

The external lateral ligament (LLE) is formed by three bundles, two of them are directed to 

the talus and the other remaining to the calcaneus: 

The inner bundle, adhered to the anterior edge of the peroneal malleolus, is directed 

obliquely downward and forward to insert itself into the talus, between the external face and 

the opening of the tarsal sinus. 

The middle bundle starts in the vicinity of the most prominent point of the malleolus to be 

directed downwards and backwards and inserted in the external face of the calcaneus. The 

external talocal calcaneal ligament runs along its entire lower edge. 

The posterior bundle originates in the medial aspect of the malleolus behind the articular 

facet, to be directed horizontally inward and slightly backwards and inserted into the 

posteroexternal tubercle of the talus. Its position and direction make it more visible in the 

posterior plane, extending itself through a small ligament called talar calcaneus posterior  

Two inferior peroneotibial ligaments are spilt from the external malleolus: the anterior and 

the posterior.  

The internal lateral ligament (LLI) is divided into two planes, superficial and deep. Deep 

plane is constituted by two tibiofacial grooves: the anterior bundle, obliquely downward and 

forward, is inserted into the internal branch of the talar yoke. 

The posterior bundle, obliquely downwards and backwards, is inserted in a deep pit located 

below the internal face; its more posterior fibers are fixed in the posterointernous tubercle. 

The superficial plane, very extensive and triangular, forms the deltoid ligament. From its 

tibial origin, it is expanded by a continuous inferior insertion line in the scaphoid, the internal 

border of the glenoid ligament and the lower calcaneal process. Thus, the deltoid ligament, 

as is the case with the LLE middle bundle, has no insertion in the talus. 

The anterior ligaments and posterior of the talocrural are simple capsular thickenings. The 

anterior obliquely joins the anterior margin of the tibial surface and the branch of the 
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posterior bifurcation of the talar yoke. The posterior is formed by fibers of tibial and peroneal 

origin that converge towards the posterointernal tubercle of the talus, which with the 

posteroexternal tubercle, constitutes the limits of the deep flexor digitorum of the big toe.  

With these anchorage of soft tissues, ankle joint is fundamental for locomotion, enduring 

body weight during gait, and the additional kinetic energy resulted from feet-floor contact 

during racing or jump reception [17]. 

 

 

1.3. Total Ankle Arthroplasty (TAA) 

 Manifestation of illness or physical damage on ankle joint generates serious 

limitations on movement and chronic pain in detriment of a patient life quality. As it was 

mentioned early, OA involves articular cartilage joint wear, causing stiffness and pain. OA 

is also known as degenerative articular illness, arthrosis, osteoarthrosis or hypertrophic 

arthritis [2,25].  

Up to 60% of all OA cases in ankle joint are of pos-traumatic origin, with clinical signs of 

pain and dysfunction often lagging years or decades behind the initiating injury [26].  Other 

predisposition-related factors for OA are overweight, joint unbalance and hereditability [25].  

As illness evolves, bones impact among each other and are bone spurs are formed [25].  

TAA was firstly practiced on the decade of 1970 [14]. However, during a long time, results 

were considered inferior to the obtained ones of ankle joint induced ossification by means 

of fixing mechanical elements or ankle arthrodesis. Comparisons show that in theory, none 

of these interventions are better to the other in terms of physical performance [27]. Still, it 

is affirmed that TAA with a recent-design prosthesis could keep original cinematic while 

ankle arthrodesis can reduce up to 70% of the required mobility on sagittal plane [28], the 

advantage of TAA being obvious in terms of remaining range of motion. 
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TAA, also known as ankle joint implant or ankle total replacement, requires the exposition 

of articulation by a single frontal or lateral cut, making a careful separation of tendons, 

nerves and sanguine vessels to extirpate damaged bone and cartilage.  

From this point, required operations can change with the TAA prosthesis implanted; on 

general terms, damaged tissue on tibia and talus is removed on that order, and their artificial 

replacements are anchored to the remaining bone with mechanical devices or fixation cement 

on earlier developments [14]. After that, a softer third piece, called sacrifice element, is 

assembled with the best possible fit and alignment (some models have this element imbedded 

on tibia element). Tendons and soft tissues are put on place again and wound gets sutured 

[29-30] as seen on Figure 1.7. 

 

Figure 1.7. TAA surgical intervention. AOFAS [3]. 

 

As any surgical practice, complications from anesthesia, excessive blood loss and infection 

are possible. For specific adverse sequels, joint weakness, joint stiffness and instability, 

nerve and blood vases damage, bone fracture or allergic reaction to prosthesis had been 

found [29,31-32]. Incomplete, erroneous and late diagnosis can be the source of human 
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mistakes. Another common side effect for this intervention is implant loosening due induced 

osteolysis [17, 31-32]. 

Mean age for TAA patients is about 60 years, lower than mean ages for hip (68) and knee 

(69) replacements [15]. As it was mentioned, fewer long-term reports on this operation have 

been done. The best estimate for a ten-year prosthesis survival is of 89%. However, up to 

23% of these cases have a noticeable change on affected tissue density on a period of 4.4 

years [14]. 

In summary, TAA has been developed primarily on Europe, with a more recent application 

on USA. It has been established as a safe procedure, with very few instanced of 

complications like infection (3.2%) or the need of later interventions (0.7%) [33-34]. 

Even with these advances, TAA results are heavily dependent on surgeon’s ability and 

applied technique. Observed tendencies show that ligament balance is a key factor for 

success [15]. During TAA side interventions as osteotomies, bone fusions or additional 

tendon transferences are quite common [35].  This encourages the use of a previous 

evaluation on joint deformity and its previous fixture, if possible.  

Surgical technique factors, such as implant alignment, size, cutting area, among many others 

should also be analyzed and studied for a better knowledge on the role they have on TAA, 

having short and medium-term effects on it [36]. Some of them can be resumed to prosthesis 

design related factors. 

 

1.4. Prosthetic designs for TAA 

Prosthesis intended for TAA have passed for a multitude of changes. First models had a very 

basic hinge-like configuration, according to the main movement of plantar flexion and 

dorsiflexion; thus, the lateral movement was not possible [14]. This represented a severe 

operative ailment, as change of direction during gate or walking on irregular surfaces require 

this kind of motion [20]. Turnarounds can represent up to 25% of steps on an average day 

of walking [37]. 
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Even with this known fact, most of the past TAA prosthesis designs favored sagittal plane 

movement. With no eversion or inversion allowed, stress levels on prosthesis rose and so 

did the wear [14]. Newer models took on consideration natural movement to avoid this 

situation. Nowadays, these bettered models coexist with older ones, discontinued but with 

following still given.   

On a broad view, TAA prosthesis can be classified on two fundamental types: two-element 

and three-element ones [14], with the main difference being integration or isolation of the 

sacrifice component (marked in red) respecting of tibial component as seen on Figure 1.8: 

 

Figure 1.8. Schematic comparison of two-element (left) and three-element (right) ankle 

joint prosthesis. 

The first assemble has a very stable configuration. This reliability has made the two-element 

TAA prosthesis the most commonly used one [14]. By the other side, the limitation on 

degrees of freedom and the lack of congruence have the undesired consequence of generating 

higher stresses on the joint, with the resulting wear.  

Figure 1.9 show some of the most remarkable available models for two-element TAA 

prosthesis. 
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a) Agility™ [38] b) INBONE® [39] 

 

c) Salto-Talaris® [40] 

Figure 1.9. Some commercially available two-component TAA prosthesis.  

Agility™ has had the dominance of American market. As late as 2007, it was the solely 

admitted TAA prosthesis by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [14]. 

In Agility™ model, talar component is not completely congruent with sacrifice element, thus 

slight rotation of the later is allowed. Also, for a better prosthesis anchorage, distal 

tibiofibular syndesmosis must be fused.   

INBONE® prosthesis solves the tibial fixing problem with the use of a steam incrusted on 

tibia [12], but natural variability of mechanical properties of bone tissues should also be 

addressed to avoid prosthesis loosening [31].  
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The TAA Salto-Talaris® two-element prosthesis was developed for American market from 

the three-element original design [14]. Its recent introduction (2006) is the main cause of the 

lack of abundant literature on it long-term performance. 

Main three-component TAA prosthesis designs are shown on as part of the Figure 1.10. 

Their development and use have been limited to Europe until last decade. 

 

a) STAR™ [41] b) Buechel-Pappas [42] 

 

c) Ramses® [43] d) HINTEGRA® [44] 
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e) Mobility™ [45] f) BOX® [46] 

Figure 1.10. Some commercially available three-component TAA prosthesis.  

 

STAR™ (Scandinavian Total Ankle Replacement) prosthesis has remained virtually 

unmodified for 20 years. Its design allows flexion, extension, and some rotations on the 

sacrifice component, improving longevity and wear resistance [14, 47]. 

This prolonged acceptance and usage history allows the existence of many long-term result 

studies. A survival rate of 78% of implants five years after operation was reported for the 

very first recipients of STAR™ prosthesis; later, it rose to 86% of survival rate due the 

acquired experience of surgeons [48]. Even so, these numbers were noticeably lower than 

survival rates on knee or hip implants [12-13, 47].  

Later studies on 200 patients showed survival rates of 93% after five years, and 80% after 

ten; most of the failures could be linked with a high degree of joint deformation before 

operation. As a side effect, patients also showed ligament rearrangement to a normal state 

[41]. 

Buechel-Papas prosthesis was originally conceived as a two-component prosthesis, then 

developed to a three-component one [14-15]. Its main distinction is the use of Ultracoat® 

coating on talar and tibial components for a diminished wear. It also allows lateral 

movements of inversion an eversion. 
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Ramses was one of the first three-components prosthesis models ever developed, intended 

for the possibility of having lateral movements. Its talar component surface has a spheroid 

shape; with more degrees of freedom that other intended prosthesis models [14, 43]. A 

survival rate of 100% after two years is reported [49], but also the obligatory use of fixation 

cement for mechanical anchorage implied an excessive bone loss during implantation.    

HINTEGRA® prosthesis is a Swiss development with a different fixation proposal, using 

surgical screws to join both tibia and implant [44].  However, a main disadvantage is the 

lack of inversion and eversion moves [14]. 

For Mobility™ prosthesis, it was developed as a modern derivation of Buechel-Pappas 

design after the experience gained with TAA interventions [45]. Having a relatively new 

appearance, their long-term results are not clear, but a survival rate of 97% after three years 

is reported, and an average mechanical performance [45].  

BOX® prosthesis was developed with the specific goal of minimize patient pain during 

movement [46], considering the compatibility of ligaments and soft tissues, looking for an 

isometric behavior of lateral and medium sides fibers during passive movement [14]. 

In contrast with its precursors, BOX® design was not limited to the mimic of original intact 

geometry of tibia and talus, but it was focused on developing a mechanism that favored the 

normal behavior of ligaments. This particular function allowed the increase on both the 

flexion range and useful life. Test on this prosthesis shown a survival rate of 97% after three 

years of use [46] having a good early income. 

As shown above, stress levels inside TAA prosthesis, especially on sacrifice component, 

have been matter of major and continuous concern. Some comparatives on the issue are 

summarized on Table 1.1, so it can be concluded that design and geometry do have impact 

in magnitude and localization on generated stresses. 
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Table 1.1. Contact pressure for different TAA prosthesis [50] 

Prosthesis Study Axial load (N) Localization Contact pressure (MPa) 
Agility™ FEM 3330 Talar surface 26-36 (peak) 
Agility™ FEM 3330 Center 20-24 (peak) 

Agility™ Cadaveric 700 Not indicated 
5.6 (average) 
21.1 (peak) 

BOX® FEM 1600 Tibial surface 
6.4 (average) 
10.3 (peak) 

BOX® FEM 1600 Talar surface 
5. 6 (average) 
16.1 (peak) 

STAR™ FEM 3650 Edges 20 

STAR™ FEM 3650 Upper and inner surfaces 8-10 

 

Resuming, for three-component TAA prosthesis, the middle sacrifice component has more 

degrees of freedom. However, it depends on soft tissues to keep its stability, or the surface 

of the talar element should be altered to allow the limited sliding of the piece, despite the 

anatomical reality. 

In correlation to this division, two principal approaches on prosthesis design are used. The 

first approach consists on the faithful replication of the joint geometry, with the disadvantage 

of using materials whose mechanical properties are widely different from the natural ones, 

thus modifying the dynamical behavior of the joint, being the source of excessive stress 

concentrations, which lead to the prosthesis possible failure due premature wear. 

The other option available relies on keeping the mechanical behavior of the joint even when 

original shape is altered. For example, the use of a spherical joint on talar component allows 

for a better conservation of degrees of freedom even when talus has a radically different 

geometry. It should be noticed that in this case, the soft tissues can be stressed in excess [14] 

because of load transmissions from the original joint. 

Another distinctive element for TAA prosthesis is the tibial and talar fixture on bone. 

Surgical cement has been used with regularity. Other designs are expected to keep on 

position with only mechanical anchorage, as it happens with steamed prosthesis. 
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A matter of great concern is the application of new materials. Nowadays, most commercial 

TAA prosthesis are elaborated on titanium (Ti) and chrome-cobalt (CrCo) alloys, well-

known for their use on bioengineering applications; with variations and surface treatments 

being optional. For sacrifice components, the use of UHMWPE can be considered as 

mandatory [14,51]. 

With the discussion of this relevant information about ankle joint, TAA and TAA prosthesis 

evaluation, clear objectives can be formulated for determining the guide and scope of this 

work. 

 

1.5.  Objectives 

• Main objective 

Design and build a total ankle arthroplasty (TAA) prosthesis prototype in which geometric 

configuration and material choice allow for energy absorption during its operation. 

• Specific objectives 

I. To make a comparison (benchmarking) among the prosthetic models available in the 

market in terms of characteristics, capabilities and performance. 

II. Design and analyze a system that dissipates and stores energy efficiently through 

mechanical elements within the physical limitations of ankle joint. 

III. Implement the previous design to a prosthetic model for total ankle arthroplasty. 

IV. Generate a CAD model of the prosthesis with the integrated system. 

V. Develop characterization of the biocompatible material to use. 

VI. Generate a structural finite element analysis (FEA) to assess the performance of the 

proposed prosthesis model. 
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VII. Manufacture a rapid prototype of the design for experimental testing and comparison 

with the finite element model. 

VIII. Dissemination of the results through the publication of articles and / or exhibition in 

conferences 

 

1.6. Projected development 

Once presented the problem background and objectives, following scheme seen on 

Figure 1.11 shows in broad strokes the proposed methodology  

 

Figure 1.11. General methodology of the project. 

 

Each step is described in more detail: 

1. The review of the state of the art focuses on the study of a) prostheses present in the 

market, whose performance has been monitored and b) patents related to the problem posed. 

Another aspect of the study will be the application of systems or elements that absorb 

Revision of state 
of art

Design proposals 
generation

Desing proposals 
analysis

Prototype 
building

Experimentation

Result validation
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mechanical energy and whose adaptation to a prosthesis is feasible. A joint analysis of the 

information collected will give suggestions on how to combine both elements. 

2. From the point above one or more design proposals are generated. It is important to 

compare the performance between the generated options, as well as the possibility of 

creating those designs physically, including the selection of the material and the 

manufacturing process.  

3. Through the analysis of finite elements, the operation and performance of the proposed 

solution is evaluated. The iteration at this point is not ruled out according to the simulation 

results themselves. A priori, displacement, deformation, stress and buckling analysis are 

considered. The characterization of the material to be used is an additional element to cover, 

as it feeds the simulation model. 

4. The creation of one or several rapid prototypes. It is expected to use 3D printing as the 

main method, but the use of machining or other available technique is not ruled out. 

5. The fundamental thing is to corroborate through experimentation the behavior observed 

in the simulations of point 3, subjecting the prototype to tests analogous to virtual analyzes. 

It should be added that there are standards to test the performance of prostheses, so they must 

also be followed. 

6. Finally, the validation of the results and their synthesis will be the basis for the writing of 

the thesis, articles, and other derivatives. 

Table 1.2 shows a breakdown of the activities at each step of the research process. 
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Table 1.2. Objective breakdown. 

General objective Particular objective Specific objective 

 

Design and build 
total ankle 
arthroplasty (TAA) 
prosthesis 
prototype in which 
geometric 
configuration and 
material choice 
allow energy 
absorption, 
reducing wear and 
its impact to the rest 
of the lower limb. 

Make a comparison 
between the prosthetic 
models available in the 
market. 

Identify the most common prosthetic 
models in the market 

Identify the main characteristics and 
working principles of these models 

List the strengths and weaknesses of each 
model  

Design and analyze a 
system that dissipates and 
stores energy efficiently. 

From the previous study, propose a denture 
base geometry 

Find solutions for energy absorption and 
dissipation 

Evaluate the possible solutions to find the 
most efficient 

Adapt the most efficient solutions for 
energy absorption to the base geometry of 
the prostheses 

Create a geometric prosthesis model with 
the chosen solution. 

Propose one or more manufacturing 
methods for the chosen geometry 

Analyze the performance of 
the proposed prosthesis 
model 

Obtain the mechanical properties of the 
material to be used - Characterization 

Determine the number and type of elements 
most suitable for numerical analysis 

Perform the numerical analysis of the 
various design proposals 

Perform a sensitivity analysis 

Choose one or two models with better 
performance for your construction 

Manufacture a rapid design 
prototype 

According to the chosen manufacturing 
method, look for available facilities and 
machinery 

Reach an agreement for manufacturing 

Carry out prototype manufacturing 
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1.7. Chapter conclusions 

The optimal performance of ankle joint is fundamental for life quality on a patient. 

OA is a chronic degenerative disease that interferes with the joint natural functionality. For 

advanced stages of the illness, surgical intervention (TAA) has been implemented with 

mixed results. 

In contrast to similar operations, TAA has not had an extensive continuous development. 

Rising demand for this intervention and the need for achieving best results are areas of 

opportunity where valuable additions to the state of the art can be done. 

By the aforementioned reasons, the generation and implementation of an energy absorbing 

system inside the TAA prosthesis design is justified, with the objective to extend its 

operative life and diminishing their adverse effects. 

Eventually, even if the focus of the work is on ankle joint, the same principle could be 

applied to other prosthesis and mechanical devices in order to have the effect of extend their 

useful life and serving as an advancing point for new biomechanical projects. 
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Chapter 2 – Mechanical characterization of Ultra-High 

Molecular Weight Polyethylene (UHMWPE) 

 

In this chapter, a brief description for the biocompatible material of use on the sacrifice 

prothesis component is given.   

Having a long tradition of use on prosthetic developments, Ultra-High Molecular Weight 

Polyethylene (UHMWPE) characteristics have been reported on previous research. The 

following review is focused on the required specification for its use on biomechanical 

applications, and its behavior on such conditions.  

After this theoretical introduction, the overall description and details on the mechanical tests 

applied to the available material are reported. Tensile, compressive and complementary tests 

were carried on for obtaining the required information for future material model adjustment. 

Stress-strain curves are obtained and shown as part of these results. 

Finally, some information related to material fatigue is referred from literature as the 

corresponding tests could not be properly applied. 

 

2.1. Introduction 

Ultra-High Molecular Weight Polythylene (UHMWPE) is a thermoplastic, 

semicrystalline polymer which is built on homogeneous ethylene monomers [52] (as seen 

on Figure 2.1)  

 

Figure 2.1. UHMWPE chemical formula.  
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The extreme length of its carbon chains (around 2-6 millions of atomic mass unities) [53], 

and the corresponding molecular structure of UHMWPE allow the existence of both 

crystalline and amorphous phases (as seen on Figure 2.2) 

 

Figure 2.2. UHMWPE molecular structure.  
 

The crystalline phase (as seen on the red circle) contains chains folded into highly oriented 

lamellae, with the crystals being orthorhombic in structure. These lamellae are 10-50 nm 

thick and 10-50 μm long [52]. These lamellae are oriented randomly within the amorphous 

phase (as seen on blue circle) which links individual lamellae to one another [54]. 

This condition is the origin of physical phenomena such as viscoelastic behavior on small 

deformations, distributed fluency and viscoplastic flow on higher loads, and a noticeable 

stiffness rise before rupture. The material behavior is also heavily influenced by the strain 

rate and temperature: a slower strain rate and/or lower test temperatures both increment 

UHMWPE stiffness [55]. 

The configuration generates a material that is quite resistant to impact and wear, being the 

resin with less loss of volume due to this cause. [52,56]. 

In addition to its mechanical properties, the UHMWPE is very resistant to corrosion and has 

one of the lowest coefficients of friction in relation to most plastic materials [51]. Being also 

a non-toxic and biocompatible material [57], it is a great material for prothesis building. 
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UHMWPE is obtained by a process of polymerization. of ethylene (𝐶2𝐻4) with the aid of 

hydrogen (𝐻2) and titanium tetrachloride (𝑇𝑖𝐶𝑙4) as a catalyst. The resulting powder can be 

processed by compression molding, extrusion, gel spinning or sintering [58]. 

By means of the first process, sheets are obtained. The most common dimensions found are 

1-2 m wide and 2-4 m long, with a thickness of 30-80 mm.  If extrusion process is used, the 

resulting product are bars with diameters of up to 290 mm; although the most commonly 

handled bars are found in the range of 20-80 mm [58] 

In any case, UHMWPE is machined for later use in various applications. However, the 

material is sensitive to feed rates, tooling speed, and heat build-up during the procedure; the 

lack of control over these variables can change their original mechanical properties or cause 

manufacturing defects [59]. UHMWPE products from various manufacturers can be 

significantly different as far as their molecular structure and mechanical properties are 

concerned. Those differences can be expected to increase after implantation [60]. 

UHMWPE mechanical properties are also affected by sterilization [56] and aging for its 

application on biomechanical devices [61]. The later occurrence obligates to ensure a good 

performance on this applications, thus leading to the production of surgical grade material. 

 

2.2. Surgical grade UHMWPE 

Since its molecular configuration can be modified by crosslinking of molecules and 

the addition of complementary elements, UHMWPE can be better referred as a family of 

materials rather than a single, unique material.  

In order to give a certain UHMWPE powder a surgical grade qualification, it must comply 

with certain purity requirements, avoiding contamination with waste generated during its 

polymerization [58]. 

The maximum values allowed for both ASME and ISO standards are given in Table 2.1: 
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Table 2.1. Surgical grade UHMWPE component requirements [57].  

Resine type 1 2 3 
Comercial name  GUR 1020 GUR 1050 1900H 
Maximum allowed ash level (𝑚𝑔/𝑘𝑔) 150 150 300 
Maximum allowed Titanium (𝑇𝑖) level, 
(𝑝𝑝𝑚) 

40 40 150 

Maximum allowed Aluminum (𝐴𝑙) level, 
(𝑝𝑝𝑚) 

40 40 100 

Maximum allowed Calcium (𝐶𝑎) level, 
(𝑝𝑝𝑚) 

50 50 50 

Maximum allowed Chlorine (𝐶𝑙) level, 
(𝑝𝑝𝑚) 

20 20 90 

 

The chemical characterization is generally given by the manufacturers of the material, but it 

is possible to corroborate it through the analysis of trace elements and Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy [57,61-64]. 

Apart from these purity requirements, there is also an internal classification for the 

UHMWPE used in surgical applications, according to the additional processes applied on 

them [65-66]: 

• Conventional surgical grade UHMWPE, which has not been irradiated for sterilization 

with a radiation amount greater than 40 kilogray (kGy) 

• XLPE, or high crosslinking UHMWPE, in which the radiation dose is higher than the 

previous one. This facilitates the cross-linking of the polymer, as this phenomena increases 

resistance to surface wear [67]. However, oxidation caused by formation of free radicals can 

favor material degeneration. The latter effect can be mitigated by annealing at 130-135°, a 

temperature near to the melting point of the crystals of the material. 

The procedure causes a decrease of strength, lessening the ability of the material to withstand 

stress and resistance to an impact load without failure [68]. Despite this phenomenon, XLPE 

has been taking a prominent role on prosthetic applications [60] 

• VEPE, or high cross-linking UHMPE enriched with vitamin E, which is also irradiated 

with a dose above the limit of 40 kGy, but at the same time it is added with α-tocopherol as 
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an antioxidant element [69]. It has been found that wear particles from VE blended 

UHMWPE elicited a reduced biological response compared to conventional UHMWPE. 

However, other chemical and mechanical changes have been observed [70]. 

• Other less common types of UHMWPE that do not conform to the previous classification 

should be considered, such as those obtained from lighter chain polymers, those that are 

porous or have received superficial treatments to reduce their wear. 

It is expected for surgical grade UHMWPE to have superlative mechanical properties to 

those of other types of polymers [67], and that within them there are also differences and 

particularities [65], hence the importance of material characterization for design. 

As seen on Chapter 1, UHMWPE is an essential component of prostheses for arthroplasty, 

since its mechanical behavior mimics that of the cartilage it replaces. Although alternatives 

have been sought such as polyether ether ketone (PEEK) [71] regular or reinforced [72], 

polyurethane (PU) [73] and others, the pieces of UHMWPE remain as an overwhelming 

majority. 

 

 

2.3. Sample manufacturing 

Since the linked mechanical properties of a specific type of UHMWPE are required 

for its use in design, it is necessary to have the methodology to obtain them. 

As a previous consideration, a summary for the most common mechanical tests for 

UHMWPE can be found on Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2. Available mechanical tests for UHMWPE [64]. 

Test Resume Available 
norm 

J-Integral 
Test 

The released energy by propagating a crack made to a sample 
under a stable voltage load is calculated. 

ASTM 
D6068 

Tensile Test A characteristic specimen is stretched until its rupture to obtain a 
stress-strain curve.  

ASTM 
D638 

Compression 
Test 

A characteristic specimen is compressed until failure or rotation. 
A stress-strain curve is also obtained. 
 

ASTM 
D695 

Fatigue Test The propagation of a crack made in a test tube under a load of 
oscillating tension is observed, accounting for number of cycles 

ASTM 
E647 

Creep Test The change in stress on a test piece under constant load is 
observed. 

ASTM 
D2990 

Impact Test The characteristics of a mark made by an actuator that impacts on 
a test sample are measured. 

ASTM 
D256 

Small Punch 
Test 

Biaxial deformation test on a disc is measured. ASTM 
F2183 

 

From this catalog, the most important and relevant tests for the final objective are chosen.  

Feasibility within the actual resources and required specifications were also considered for 

the project development. 

The single most important limiting factor was the material availability, as not only the 

mechanical characterization but the prototype building must be done on a single rod of 

surgical grade UHMWPE (Figure 2.3).  
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Figure 2.3. GUR1050 bar used for mechanical testing. 

 

GUR1050 or medical grade Lennite® is produced from premium resins in accordance with 

ASTM specification F648 and International Standard ISO 5834-1 for surgical implants [74].  

This material is used mostly for total joint replacements on hip and knee, among other 

medical devices and various implants, due for being biocompatible and having a great 

resistance to wear [52, 75].  

Tensile test was chosen, referring to the ASTM D638M Standard Test Method for Tensile 

Properties of Plastics [76].  Normative indicates the type of equipment used, the loading 

conditions, the type and dimensions of the specimen, and the treatment of the results 

obtained. Figure 2.4 shows the respective geometric configuration: 
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Figure 2.4. ASTM D638 sample nomenclature [76]. 

 

The nomenclature for each of the relevant dimensions is also observed: the total length (Lo), 

the total width of the specimen (Wo), the effective width of the specimen (W) and thickness 

(T). Type V sample dimensions were chosen, as shown (Figure 2.5): 

 

Figure 2.5. Tension sample model. 

 

In comparison, compression sample has a much simpler geometry, a prismatic shape with 

square base with an edge of 12.7 mm and a height of 25.4 mm, (see Figure 2.6) according 

with the norm ASTM D695 Standard Test Method for Compressive Properties of Rigid 

Plastics [77]. 
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Figure 2.6. Compression sample model [77]. 

 

Due to the technical requirements for each test, at least five specimens must be worked in 

the axial direction of the polyethylene bar and so many in the perpendicular direction, 

taking in consideration any possible anisotropy.  

The high number of specimens obtained refers to the need to confirm or rule out a possible 

anisotropy of the material as well as the repetitiveness and reliability of the tests. 

Figure 2.7 below shows the original sample manufacture planning for the rod. The cylinder 

was divided into disk-shaped and other flat remnant sections so the desired geometry could 

be machined from these pieces. The available tools forced to have a wide tolerance on the 

previous cuts, carrying out the reduction to the desired thickness by means of numerical 

control. 
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Figure 2.7. Manufacturing planning for tension and compression samples. 

 

The parts were machined in a Fadal VMC 3016 vertical machining center (Figure 2.8) with 

a 12.7 mm drill bit for the cylinder section and a 1.5875 mm drill for cutting the silhouette. 

The speed of advance was of 25.4 mm / min, the speed of penetration of 12.7 mm / min. 

The spindle carried a speed of 2000 RPM. 
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Figure 2.8. Fadal VMC 3016 vertical machining center [78]. 

 

The operation of the lathe to cut each piece was carried out in intervals both to remove the 

detached material as well as to avoid the overheating of the piece [59]. The manufacture of 

each group of pieces per section (Figure 2.9) took a net time of 2 and a half hours. 
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Figure 2.9. Manufacturing of a tension sample. 

It is observed that the separation of the finished piece of the material requires a neat polish, 

first with a knife and then with sandpaper of grades 1 and 0. Although most of the samples 

meet the dimensional tolerances as seen on subsequent sections, there is a relatively high 

variability due this cause. 

Both tensile and compressive tests were carried out on an Instron® 8802 machine, a 

hydraulic servo test system shown on Figure 2.10 below. 

 

Figure 2.10. Instron® 8802 Fatigue Testing System [79]. 

 

The procedures for tension and compression are described on the subsequent sections. 
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2.4 Tensile test 

The degree of crystallinity of UHMWPE is known to strongly influence several of 

its tensile mechanical properties such as Young's modulus, yield stress, strain-hardening 

rates, work of fracture and ultimate tensile properties [80] 

UHMWPE is a material with a great capacity of elongation on tension (up to 400% of the 

original length) [56] However, as the intended application of the project will not allow for 

those extreme values, the results must be focused on the early stages of elongation. 

Table 2.3 shows the dimensions established by the referred norm ASTM D638 and the 

dimensions of each test sample.  

Table 2.3. Tensile samples. 

# Extraction Lo (mm) Wo (mm) W (mm) T (mm) D (mm) 

Nominal 
working 

area 
(mm²) 

Norm value 63.50 9.53 3.18 4.00 25.40 12.720 
Upper limit 63.50 --- 3.68 4.00 --- --- 

1 Disk 1 63.78 10.39 4.09 4.18 24.78 17.096 
2 Disk 1 63.81 9.94 3.77 3.95 24.81 14.892 
3 Disk 2 63.96 9.90 3.29 3.33 24.96 10.956 
4 Disk 2 63.80 9.92 3.57 3.34 24.80 11.924 
5 Disk 2 63.76 9.96 3.57 3.39 24.76 12.102 
6 Disk 3 63.88 9.94 3.45 3.96 24.88 13.662 
7 Disk 3 64.06 9.99 3.42 3.76 25.06 12.859 
8 Disk 3 63.93 9.87 3.44 3.63 24.93 12.487 
9 Plate 1 64.05 9.89 3.61 3.8 25.05 13.718 

10 Plate 1 63.89 9.90 3.53 4.03 24.89 14.226 
11 Plate 1 64.04 9.56 3.46 3.59 25.04 12.421 
12 Plate 1 64.11 10.03 3.44 3.96 25.11 13.622 
13 Plate 1 64.01 9.91 3.70 3.84 25.01 14.208 
14 Plate 2 64.00 9.75 3.66 3.00 25.00 10.980 
15 Plate 2 64.10 10.00 3.75 3.00 25.10 11.250 
16 Plate 2 63.80 10.00 3.50 3.20 24.80 11.200 
17 Plate 2 64.30 9.75 3.75 3.33 25.30 12.488 
18 Plate 2 64.00 10.00 2.90 3.00 25.00 8.700 
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For the identification of the specimens, the order of manufacture was respected (Figure 

2.11). 

The references of Disk and Plate are linked with the original piece cut of the material rod 

used for the sample manufacturing and determine the main direction (axial and 

perpendicular) of the test sample.  

 

Figure 2.11. Tensile samples before test.  
 

The specimens 0 (of a polymer different from the material to be characterized and eccentric 

geometry), 17 and 18 (not shown on Figure as they did not met the norm standards) were 

run as a preliminary test with a stretch of 10 mm / min. 

As a result of this test, some drawbacks were detected and solved. The fastening problems 

caused by the specimen rotation were solved by adding a piece of the residual UHMWPE 

between the clamps (Figure 2.12). A speed adjustment was also considered, with a working 

speed of 7 mm / min (-25%), specified in ASTM D638. 
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Figure 2.12. Clamping of tensile sample for test. 

 

The stretching of the test piece was then carried out at 0.1242 mm / s, which is equivalent to 

a deformation rate of 0.0130 / s. 

 

Figure 2.13. Tensile samples after test. 
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Stress-strain curves generated for each specimen are shown as test results (Figures 

2.14,2.15). Due to the impossibility of instantaneously measuring the change in the cross-

sectional area of the specimen, both the stress and the deformation are of the engineering 

type. 

Each individual stress-strain curve is identified with the prefix ED and the number assigned 

to the sample on Table 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.14. Engineering stress-strain curves for perpendicularly oriented tensile samples. 
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Figure 2.15. Engineering stress-strain curves for axially oriented tensile samples. 
 

A quick look at the deformation stress curves show an expected behavior of all the 

specimens, as backed on earlier works [56,64,81-82], although the values of yield stress and 

rupture stress are more variable. 

This happens for the two batches of specimens, those obtained with axial and perpendicular 

orientation. Then it is possible to establish that the working direction of the material does 

not influence the performance of the specimen (thus being an isotropic material) 

The average yield stress was around 24-25 MPa, with 20% deformation. The effort to the 

average failure occurred around 35-37 MPa with 450% deformation 

 

 

2.5 Compression test 

Regarding the specimens for the compression test, an analogous process to the one 

of tensile samples was carried out. As seen on Table 2.4, they are also identified for sample 

tracking.  
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Table 2.4. Compression samples. 

# Extraction Ho (mm) L1 (mm) L2 (mm) 
Nominal 

working area 
(mm²) 

Norm value 25.40 12.70 12.70 161.290 
1 Disk 1 25.50 13.00 12.66 164.580 
2 Disk 1 25.75 13.50 12.50 168.750 
3 Disk 1 26.00 13.00 12.80 166.400 
4 Disk 1 26.00 13.00 13.50 175.500 
5 Disk 1 25.90 13.00 12.80 166.400 
6 Plate 1 25.80 13.10 12.66 165.846 
7 Plate 1 25.75 13.00 12.66 164.580 
8 Plate 1 25.66 13.10 12.66 165.846 
9 Plate 1 26.00 13.10 12.70 166.370 

10 Plate 2 25.90 13.00 12.75 165.750 
11 Plate 2 26.00 13.00 12.66 164.580 
12 Plate 2 25.80 13.00 12.50 162.500 
13 Plate 2 26.00 12.66 13.00 164.580 

 

Due to the consideration of isotropy from the previous test, fewer specimens were required 

for the compression test [77].  

The pieces presented a lower geometrical variability in comparison to the tension samples; 

in contrast, they required finer adjustments for flatness, again by means of a fine sanding. 

This assured a better quality on results. Finished probes are seen on Figure 2.16 
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Figure 2.16. Compression samples before test. 

 

The compression of the test sample was done at a speed of 0.0216 mm / s, deformation ratio 

of 0.0008 (mm/mm) / s. Compared to the stress test, the deformation occurs much more 

slowly and that gives importance to certain viscoelastic properties that in the other test did 

not manifest themselves in an obvious way. 

It is observed that there is no direct clamping of the specimen for testing, as seen on Figure 

2.17: 

 

Figure 2.17. Load appliance on specimen during compression test. 
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The final displacement of the upper face is of 7.62 mm, allowing for an engineering strain 

of 0.30 in axial direction. Strain rate of test is fixed and was calculated at 6.6 𝑥10−4𝑠−1. 

The failure of the material was caused by rotation and buckling of the specimen in all cases, 

as shown in Figure 2.18.  

 

 

Figure 2.18. Compression samples after test. 

 

As in the previous test, for each specimen the following engineering strain-deformation 

curves were generated. Each test piece is identified with the prefix PB and the corresponding 

manufacturing order. 

Unlike the previous test, it is noteworthy that only five specimens were used, since the 

material was assumed to be isotropic [77]. 

The original readings of the measured load on device were denoted by a negative sign. The 

curves were adjusted to show the effort as a positive value as seen on the following Figures. 

For Figure 2.19, an abrupt fall on stress lecture caused by specimen rotation and the 

increment of contact area is evident. Thus, these results are only useful under a strain of 0.3 

or lower, being still a relevant range for the overall project. 
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Figure 2.19. Engineering stress-strain curves for compression samples.  

 

It is also observed that the supported efforts are greater than those obtained in the elasticity 

tests, hinting to a clear difference on tension and compression strength. 

Resuming, results for test are reliable up to 30% compression, with a maximum stress value 

close to 35 MPa before failure. Due to the sought application, this value provides a large 

design space.  

However, some questions raised from this test performance, concerning the transition 

between elastic and plastic deformation on UHMWPE on the first stages of deformation, as 

it could not be devised on the original curves. In order to get the corresponding answers, 

some non-standardized compression tests were used. 
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2.6 Additional test derived from compression samples 

To complement this lack of insight on elastic behavior, an additional test was carried 

out to check the elasticity of the material. Due to the goal of creating a wear-resistant design 

that absorbs mechanical energy, it was decided to find the maximum allowable, non-

permanent deformation of the material on a sample. 

For this, the compression test was adjusted in such a way that the loading and unloading of 

the specimen occurred while linearly increasing the deformation to which it was subjected 

by the actuator in 0.5 mm intervals, from 0 to 5 mm. Expected strain will be kept under 

19.68%. 

Figure 2.20 shows the force registered by the actuator on one specimen as a time function: 

 

Figure 2.20. Load curve on a compression sample. 

As the piece is in compression, load is denoted as negative on previous Figure. As the 

actuator compressed the sample, the registered force increased near to 5000 N. The 

progressively longer intervals with zero load value indicate the lack of physical contact of 

sample and testing machine caused by deformation and the consequent dimensional change. 

Considering a known and constant deformation area, the engineering strain-deformation 

diagram, shown in the Figure 2.21, is generated: 
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Figure 2.21. Engineering stress-strain curve for loading and unloading a compression 

sample. 

 

Under the proposed conditions, the stress-strain curve shape resembles the one obtained by 

simple compression. However, it is also noted that the charges and discharges of the 

specimen do not start from the same starting point. It is then inferred that the material does 

not have a perceptible purely elastic zone, because in each iteration, the actuator does not 

start from the established zero value but considers a deformation that has occurred. It is 

possible to infer that the viscoelasticity described for UHMWPE is important in the actual 

compression conditions. 

It is also probable that the hysteresis and the restitution of the material were not perceptible 

on the test, and there is no restitution time between deformations. However, both samples 

were measured again after a 24 hours period, and both had returned to their original 

dimensions. 
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2.7 Fatigue on UHMWPE 

Fatigue is the structural and progressive damage that occurs in a material subject to 

cyclic loading, originated from microstructure changes [83]. In this process, five 

characteristic steps can be distinguished: 

• Permanent damage due to changes in the microstructure 

• Generation of microscopic cracks 

• Growth and fusion of dominant cracks 

• Stable propagation of the dominant crack 

• Final fracture 

The two main approaches to studying fatigue are the study of total life, starting from test 

tubes without damage, and tolerance to defects, which assumes the existence of base 

imperfections in the material. Polymers have specific molecular mechanisms, therefore 

fatigue tests to total life rarely fail evidently as would a mechanical material and therefore 

the second approach is preferred [83]. 

The proposal for future work is to submit the developed prosthesis assembly to simulations 

of fatigue by means of finite element analysis, therefore it must be considered in the 

corresponding material model. 

Among the most reported analyzes for UHMWPE in the literature is obtaining the number 

of cycles that takes the propagation of crack in a test tube under an oscillating load [83] 

making direct reference to geometries of the ASTM standard E647 Standard Test Method 

for Measurement of Fatigue Crack Growth Rates [84] 

The existing ASTM standard for fatigue is usually focused on its formulation to metallic 

materials, being applicable to rigid polymers. In the case of ASTM E647, the type specimen 

is shown in Figure 2.22: 
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Figure 2.22. ASTM E647 Fatigue sample [84]. 

 

The basic sample form is that of a rectangular block. For the case of the smallest specimen, 

the maximum dimensions would be 30 mm effective length W 31.25 mm base, 30 mm height 

and a thickness that was 1.25 to 6.25 mm. The diameter of the corresponding holes is 6.25 

mm. 

This implies that existing compression samples could not be reworked to obtain the new 

shapes.  

Referencing more fatigue studies on UHMWPE, Baker et al (2000) [61] used the proposed 

dimensions for GUR 415, moistening the specimens with water at 37 ° C to simulate the 

conditions of the human body. The load was applied following a sinusoidal function with a 

5 Hz cycle. The stress ratio (maximum stress over minimum applied) was 30 for compression 

(0.22 to 6.5 MPa). 

Kozak et al [85] used slightly larger dimensions for GUR150, with effective length W = 40 

mm. The difference of applied loads was 371 N and a ratio of 0.1 with a frequency of 3 Hz 

for sinusoidal function at a temperature of 37 ° C. Ansari et all [86] applied proposed 
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minimum dimensions, with load applied with a sinusoidal function at 5 Hz frequency, with 

incremental loads maturing the ratio of 0.1. The room temperature was used. 

All the references used Paris equation (Eq. 2.1) to relate the crack propagation rate as a 

function of the intensity range of the stress. 𝑑𝑎𝑑𝑁 = 𝐶(𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛)𝑚 (2.1) 

 

Where a is the crack length, N the number of load cycles, 𝐾𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐾𝑚𝑖𝑛 the force intensity 

range factor, C and m material parameters. 

Fortunately, there is a reference of an experimental S-N curve for GUR1050 to compression 

by Pruitt et al on UHMWPE Material Handbook [83].  Reference is shown on Figure 2.23. 

 

 
Figure 2.23. Experimental S-N curve for GUR 1050 UHMWPE [75]. 
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Data analysis generated a correlative equation among maximum failure stress (denoted as 𝑆) and number of operative cycles (𝑁) (Eq.2.2)   𝑆 = 26.3 − 2.38𝐿𝑜𝑔(𝑁) (2.2) 

 

It is also observed that the admissible deformation for design on material is limited to 12%, 

as a greater value would make the model assumptions incorrect. 

From the perspective of the analysis by finite element, considering that the material 

corresponds to the one that has been used and the state of compression, and its coincidence 

with other experimental values, this curve can be more useful to implement it in the 

simulations already done, at least as a first approximation. 

 

2.8 Discussion 

The previous testing development gave some vital insight needed for the project. 

Although commercial grades of UHMWPE suffer more structural alterations as compared 

to laboratory grade ones [87], the use of the former material is closer for a future built of 

orthopedic devices.  

About material choice, even when highly crosslinked and enriched UHMWPE is considered 

as the state-of-the-art material of choice for TAA and equivalent interventions [88], it should 

be reminded that older models are still in use for earlier patients, and the evolution of 

polymer wear on prosthesis is better reported, whereas the failure of sacrifice components 

on TAA is more expected on a system within certain operation time.  

For a comparison on the most similar conditions, it could be devised if a proposed, purely 

mechanic solution for stress reduction on polymer is feasible. Chosen conditions are 

considered enough for design on UHMWPE. 

Statistically, the ASTM norm following assures the minimum number of samples in order 

to have useful results [76,77]. Additional samples were employed on these tests. Indeed, the 
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variation of engineering stress-strain results was within expected range on previous reports. 

However, as noticed on Figures 2.14 and 2.15, perpendicularly oriented samples on tension 

stress values are slightly more scattered than their axially oriented counterparts. The 

proposed explanation is that some of the former probes were the first ones manufactured, 

with more variation as the machining conditions were adjusted for a better processing.  

A representative curve was elaborated by averaging equally distributed strain values; 

however, it was considered better to use a representative real curve for the following data 

adjustment, even when there was a clear overlap among stress-strain curves. 

Taking in account the process of UHMWPE manufacturing effects on molecular chains, the 

bar extrusion could have influenced on reporting the polymer behavior as isotropic [89]. 

However, this assumption is also made in previous literature [55], reinforcing the conclusion 

of the experimental data. Even so, this must be taken into consideration on possible 

manufacturing process effects for the designed concept building. 

For design purposes, an insight for a clear transition on the elastic and plastic zone on 

GUR1050 was needed, avoiding permanent deformation on TAA sacrifice component. 

References for this regimen change were not clear for the engineering-strain curves and an 

adaptation on the compression test was used. Albeit the proposed test did not used a direct 

reference or normative, it allowed for a better idea of how the material reacts to slow 

compression, expected to be found on normal TAA prosthesis operation. 

It was found that material did experience deformation, but a later recovery of samples after 

a 24-hour period was also found.  When the original stress is taken away, the accumulated 

back stresses on the molecular chains will cause the polymer to return to its original form. 

A clear boundary among reversable and irreversible creep deformation has been reported for 

tension samples around 15 MPa of engineering stress [90] This should be taken on 

consideration for possible solutions on energy dissipation for sacrifice components on TAA 

prosthesis design.  
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2.9 Chapter conclusions 

UHMWPE is an important material family from an engineering point of view, 

especially in biomechanics. This implies that some specific considerations must be taken 

while modeling it in order to correctly reflect its unique properties and behavior.  

Mechanical tensile and compressive tests were performed on GUR1050 samples in 

conformity with ASTM norms. It was established that GUR1050 is fundamentally isotropic, 

probably due effects of rod extrusion. As a result, engineering stress-strain curves were 

obtained. Calculated yielding stresses were of 25 MPa on tension and 35 MPa on 

compression.  

In addition to these, supplementary tests were carried, with a more particular focus on its 

elastic properties. If the material is subject to strain higher than 2% it will not recover 

instantly, but in a variable period, being not completely elastic. However, that deformation 

was neither considered as a plastic, as relaxation effects must be taken on account, and a 

posterior restitution. 

For fatigue tests, the project will rely on a yielding stress and number of cycles relation based 

on a previous work on GUR1050 samples on compression. As the reported conditions are 

very close to the future operation of sacrifice component, this mathematical approximation 

can be used within reliability. 
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Chapter 3- Material model implementation for UHMWPE  

 

In the previous chapter, a series of mechanical tests on surgical grade Ultra High Molecular 

Weight Polyethylene (GUR1050) were reported. The adjustment of obtained data to 

different material models and its implementation to finite element analysis (FEA) tests is 

thus presented.  

As a preamble, a brief description of the available material models, their physical 

signification, advantages and disadvantages is presented. After this review, selected material 

models are adjusted and evaluated in comparison with the original tensile and compressive 

tests for validation, at least for the first stages of obtained stress-strain curves.  

 The material models with a closer approach to the experimental data will be used for design 

and analysis of polymeric inserts on the sacrifice component of the total ankle arthroplasty 

(TAA) prosthesis. 

 

3.1. Introduction 

As seen on previous mechanical tests, UHMWPE mechanical behavior is clearly 

non-lineal, strain dependent and influenced by operating conditions [55]. Strain rate 

sensitivity, relaxation, creep and recovery at room temperature are observed as viscoelastic 

material properties of the polymer [91]  

UHMWPE components used in prosthesis are subjected to complex loading conditions 

during service life, which lead to internal changes on material constitution. This mechanism 

plays a role on change of UHMWPE mechanical properties [92]. For example. an increase 

in elastic modulus and a decrease in the elongation to failure, ultimate stress and toughness 

has been related to oxidation [93] 

If a physical phenomenon can be mathematically described, it can be simulated with the 

application of numerical techniques. Simulation of UHMWPE is limited by many 

assumptions if a simpler material models is used [55]. However, if chosen wisely, their use 
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can give accurate answers for a specific problem [94-97] where these approximations are 

close enough to the real described phenomenon on the polymer. 

Simpler models are not well suited for assumption of cyclic loading, for determining the 

time-dependent response to loading, or for prediction of large deformation behavior leading 

up to failure [55]. 

In contrast, several robust, non-linear material models specifically designed for UHMWPE 

have been developed [55,98-99] reflecting how the loading rate affects the stress–strain, 

creep, and relaxation response by applying mathematical basis of rheological models [100]. 

Their main disadvantage for use is that they require a lot of experimental tests in order to 

make a fit, and a precise adjustment can be hard to get [55]. 

For TAR designs, simulation of axial force and contact stress is primordial [101] having a 

distinct nonlinear elastic response on this situation [102]. It is expected that design will 

operate on compression rather than tension, but the existence of the later could not be 

discarded early. As UHMWPE behavior can vary due working conditions, both situations 

must be taken on account. 

As each material model has its own strengths, weakness, and applications, from the most 

simplified to the most complex ones, some of them are adjusted with the available data 

shown on Chapter 02 and compared for future use on simulation of more complex 

geometries, such as the one of the projected sacrifice component of TAA prosthesis. 

 

3.2. Chapter nomenclature 𝑎 Pressure dependence of Flow 𝑎𝑖 Relative moduli parameter for Prony series 

*
i

B  
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor 

Ci Material constant  

Ci Parameter i for Mooney-Rivlin material model 

Cii Parameter ii for Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic model 
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d Compressibility parameter 

F Deformation gradient tensor 

I Identity matrix 

i
I  Invariant i of the Cauchy-Green tensor 

e

i
J  Determinant of deformation gradient tensor for network i 

B
k  Boltzmann constant 

E Young Modulus 

N Number of chains on Arruda- Boyce model 

1
L
−  Inverse Langevin function 

m Stress exponential 

i
m  Stress exponential for network i 

n Number of chain segments on Arruda-Boyce model 

SSR Sum Square Residual 

i
t  Relaxation time parameter i for Prony series 

W Strain energy density function 

x Independent variable  

y Dependent variable  

β Inverse Langevin function of polymer chain 

0  Slope of lineal regression 

1  Intercept of linear regression 

i
  Shear modulus of network i 

κ Bulk Modulus 

i
  Locking stretch of network i 

ν Poisson Ratio 

i
  Stress state in network i 

y
  Yielding stress 
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3.3. Material models theory 

A material, or constitutive, model is a mathematical representation of the expected 

behavior of a given material in response to an applied load [103].  This is a crucial component 

for the use of numerical solutions for a system analysis. If the chosen constitutive model is 

correct, it is expected to find a simulated mathematical prediction of the studied component.  

In an overall view, the better suited material models for UHMWPE [55] can be grouped on 

four general types as 3.3.1) linear elastic, 3.3.2) hyperelastic, 3.3.3) plastic and 3.3.4) 

specialized polymeric models. 

3.3.1 Linear elastic model theory 

The simplest approach available for a material model is the use of an isotropic linear 

elastic material model (LE) [104]. The only needed parameters are Young Modulus E and 

Poisson ratio ν. Both can be easily obtained from the mechanical tests data. 

In certain controlled situations, such as very small strains, a lack of thermal effects and 

monotonic loads, the use of LE models for UHMWPE is considered valid [55,94]. As the 

problem proposes some restricted conditions inside the ankle joint the use of LE 

approximation should be taken in consideration. 

From the shown engineering stress-strain curves, a simple approximation can be done.  

Young Modulus can be calculated as the estimated slope of the linear regression analysis of 

the data, following equation 3.1: 𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥 (3.1) 

 

Being 𝐸 equivalent to 𝛽1 and 𝛽0 must be neglectable.  

About Poisson ratio, both the experimental tests and literature agree that UHMWPE is nearly 

incompressible, with an effective value of 𝜈 = 0.46 [105] 
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3.3.2 Hyperelastic models theory 

A hyperelastic material is a type of constitutive model for ideally elastic material for 

which the stress–strain relationship derives from a strain energy density function. The 

hyperelastic material is a special case of a Cauchy elastic material [106].  

Hyperelastic behavior has been reported as being the dominant one for UHMWPE on 

medium strain (20-50 %) [55]. It is expected to find the lower part of the range during 

operation of sacrifice component of TAA prosthesis, so these kind of models should be 

reviewed. 

One of the most recurred hyperelastic models for polymers is the Mooney-Rivlin (MR) 

model.  The related strain energy density function (as seen on Eq. 2) is a linear combination 

of two invariants of left Cauchy-Green tensor [106-107].  𝑊 = 𝐶1(𝐼1̅ − 3) + 𝐶2(𝐼2̅ − 3) (3.2) 

 

Material parameters 𝐶1, 𝐶2 must be derived from experimental data.   

By the other side, the polynomial model (POL) is a more general version of the hyperelastic 

model, in which the deformation energy density function is a polynomial of two invariants 

of the left Cauchy-Green tensor  

𝑊 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑗(𝐼1̅ − 3)𝑖(𝐼2̅ − 3)𝑗𝑛
𝑖,𝑗=0  (3.3) 

 

Which can be added with a volume dependence for a compressible material. However, it 

was established UHMWPE is nearly incompressible and thus is not needed. 

The Ogden model is a hyperelastic model developed to describe the relationship between 

large deformations and the stress of materials such as rubber and biological tissues. 

Considering the incompressibility of the material, the deformation energy density function 

is defined by the main tensions (main stretching): 
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𝑊(𝜆1, 𝜆2) = ∑ 𝜇𝑝𝛼𝑝 (𝜆1𝛼𝑝 + 𝜆2𝛼𝑝 + 𝜆1−𝛼𝑝𝜆2−𝛼𝑝 − 3)𝑁
𝑝=1  

 

(3.4) 
 

 

In the simplest case, this function can be reduced to the aforementioned MR model.  

Yeoh material model was developed to work with incompressible elastomers, with high non-

linearity. Unlike previous models, it is considered that the energy deformation density 

function only depends on a deformation invariant, that it can be expressed in a generalized 

equation: 

𝑊 = ∑𝐶𝑖(𝐼1 − 3)𝑖𝑛
𝑖=1  (3.5) 

 

Thus, being reduced to a polynomial model. 

In overall, hyperelastic models are easy to calibrate, and are available for most of commercial 

finite element codes. Mayor limitations are that pure hyperelastic models only allow for 

monotonic loading of materials, do not reflect effects of viscoelasticity or hysteresis during 

cyclic loadings [108]. 

3.3.3 Plasticity models theory 

 The term plasticity is used to describe the elastoplastic behavior of a material that has 

been loaded beyond its yield strength, being permanently deformed after said load is 

removed [109].  

As seen on the original probes and additional compressive test on Chapter 02, these were 

permanently deformed after they reached an engineering stress of 20-25 MPa, with highest 

values linked to compression than tension. Measured values are near or under the registered 

peak values for sacrifice components on commercially available TAA prosthesis [50] 

meaning that they could be permanently deformed during operation.  
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Even as early work on classical plastic theory for UHMWPE on orthopedic applications has 

found that expected permanent strains upon unloading are frequently overcalculated [110], 

the possibility of structural compromise, and the aim to identify a possible failure are enough 

for the use of non-linear models.  

Although these models were formulated for metallic materials, these can be used on 

polymers. It should be considered that polymeric materials on large strain tend to exhibit 

both plastic and viscous effects, as implied by a rate-dependent material [111]. 

The first of the proposed constitutive models was the bilinear isotropic hardening (BIH) one 

(Figure 3.1), which has implicit a rate-independent plasticity. Isotropic hardening states that 

the yield surface of a material expands uniformly during plastic flow [107].   

 

 

Figure 3.1.  Uniaxial stress-strain curve for BIH model [107]. 

 

From the original data set, an abrupt change of the stress-strain curve slope can be observed. 

From this observation, the parameters for lineal elastic 𝐸, 𝜈 part are estimated. For the lineal 

plastic part, yielding stress  𝜎𝑦and the tangent module are obtained on the same way. The 

tangent modulus cannot be less than zero (perfect plasticity case) nor greater than Young 

modulus [112]. 

All isotropic hardening plasticity models that are based on (non-zero) isotropic hardening 

will exhibit a gradual increase in the yield stress with increasing plastic strain [113]. 
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Closely related, multilinear isotropic hardening model (MIH) uses the von Mises yield 

criterion with associative flow rule and isotropic hardening (Figure 3.2) According to von 

Mises, the material is assumed to yield when the equivalent stress is equal to the current 

yield stress for material [112]. 

 

Figure 3.2.  Uniaxial stress-strain curve for MIH model [107]. 

 

From stress-strain curve the parameters for lineal elastic part of model 𝐸, 𝜈 part are 

estimated. For the lineal plastic part, multiple yielding stress  𝜎𝑦and the tangent module 

(using ANSYS nomenclature [107]) are calculated. The condition for its use on finite 

element is the need for each successive tangent modulus to be of a lesser value than the 

precedent [107]. 

Chaboche kinematic hardening (CKH) was the first material model to incorporate the strain 

range dependence of cyclic hardening [114], allowing for the superposition of several 

independent back stress tensors. CKH material model can be useful in modeling cyclic 

plastic behavior such as cyclic hardening or softening and ratcheting or shakedown [107]. 

3.3.4 Specialized polymeric models  

 One common denominator for the previous constitutive models is the need for certain 

restrictions for its application. Most of the reviewed models are most useful for monotonic 

loading, small or medium strain (under 30-50%), or are less reliable for cyclic analysis. From 
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the described physical characteristics of UHMWPE, it can be deduced that relationship of 

stress and strain on the most general cases should be modeled with more complex models.  

As UHMWPE has the uttermost relevance for orthopedic applications, tailored constitutive 

models for similar polymers have been developed. Most of these specialized models are 

linear combinations of hyperelastic and viscous, non-linear models. 

Arruda-Boyce (AB) material model is a hyperelastic constitutive model used to describe the 

mechanical behavior of rubber and other polymeric substances, based on the statistical 

mechanics of polymer chains on a representative volume using a supposition of 

incompressibility [115].  

Rheological representation of Arruda-Boyce model is given on Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3.  Arruda-Boyce (AB) rheological model. 

 

Energy density is for AB model is given by Eq. 3.6 

𝑊 = 𝑁𝑘𝐵𝜃√𝑛 [𝛽𝜆𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛 − √𝑛ln (𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ𝛽𝛽 )] (3.6) 

 

Which can be expressed in an alternative form using the five terms of the inverse 

Langevin function [101,109]. 
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 𝑊 = 𝐶1 [12 (𝐼1 − 3) + 120𝜆𝑚2 (𝐼12 − 9) + 111050 𝜆𝑚4 (𝐼13 − 27)+ 197000 𝜆𝑚6 (𝐼14 − 81) + 519673750 𝜆𝑚8 (𝐼14 − 243)] (3.7) 

 

    Being a better suited function for numerical solution [107] 

In other idea, Bergström Boyce (BB) material model is a phenomenolical based, highly 

nonlinear material model used for elastomers, allowing for nonlinear stress-strain 

relationship, creep and rate dependence [107,116].  The rheological model is built by two 

connected networks, as seen on Figure 3.4.  

 

 

Figure 3.4. Bërgstrom-Boyce (BB) rheological model. 

 

Stress in Network A is given by the Eq.3.8. 

𝜎𝐴 = 1𝐽𝑒 𝜇𝐴3 𝐿−1 [ 𝜆𝐴⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝜆𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘]𝜆𝐴⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝜆𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑑𝑒𝑣[�̅�𝐴∗] + 𝜅[𝐽𝑒 − 1]𝐼 (3.8) 
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While stress in Network B is calculated by Eq.3.9 

 

𝜎𝐵 = 1𝐽𝐵𝑒 𝜇𝐵3 𝐿−1 [ 𝜆𝐵𝑒∗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗𝜆𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘]𝜆𝐵𝑒∗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ⃗𝜆𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑑𝑒𝑣[�̅�𝐵𝑒∗] + 𝜅[𝐽𝐵𝑒 − 1]𝐼 (3.9) 

 

Where �̅�𝑖∗  and 𝜆𝐴⃗⃗⃗⃗   depend on deformation gradient tensor 𝐹: 

 (𝐽𝑒)−2 3⁄ 𝐹𝐹𝑇 (3.10) 

√𝑡𝑟[�̅�𝑖∗ 3⁄ ] (3.11) 

 

The total stress response is obtained from the sum of both [116]. Viscous deformation 

of the model can be obtained from Eq. 9. 𝐹𝑝 = [𝐹𝑒 −1]𝐹 (3.12) 

 

Finally, the Three Network Model (TNM) was developed to cope with thermoplastics 

simulation. The microstructure of the material is represented with three structural 

domains (Figure 3.5) intended to capture a non-linear, time and temperature dependent 

response of a material [99]. 
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Figure 3.5. Three Network Model (TNM) rheological model. 

 

Stress state is calculated for each network with the following mathematical expressions 

(Eq. 3.13-15): 

 

𝜎𝐴 = 1𝐽𝐴𝑒 𝜇𝐴𝜆𝐴𝑒̅̅ ̅ (1 + 𝜃 − 𝜃0𝜃 ) 𝐿−1 [ 𝜆𝐴⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝜆𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘]𝐿−1 1𝜆𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑑𝑒𝑣[�̅�𝐴∗] + 𝜅[𝐽𝐴𝑒 − 1]𝐼 

 

(3.13) 

𝜎𝐵 = 1𝐽𝐵𝑒 𝜇𝐵𝜆𝐵𝑒̅̅ ̅ (1 + 𝜃 − 𝜃0𝜃 ) 𝐿−1 [ 𝜆𝐵⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝜆𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘]𝐿−1 1𝜆𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑑𝑒𝑣[�̅�𝐵∗ ] + 𝜅[𝐽𝐵𝑒 − 1]𝐼 

 

(3.14) 
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𝜎𝐶 = 11 + 𝑞 [  
  𝜇𝐶𝐽𝜆𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 (1 + 𝜃 − 𝜃0𝜃 ) 𝐿−1 [ 𝜆𝐵⃗⃗⃗⃗ 𝜆𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘]𝐿−1 1𝜆𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 ]  

  𝑑𝑒𝑣[�̅�∗ ] 
+𝜅[𝐽𝐴𝑒 − 1]𝐼 + 𝑞 𝜇𝐶𝐽 [𝐼1 �̅�∗ − 2𝐼23 𝐼 − (�̅�∗ )2] 

 

(3.15) 

The effective deviatoric flow rate is given by the following power-flow equations (Eq. 

3.16-3.17) 

 

𝛾�̇� = 𝛾0̇ ( 𝜏𝐴𝜏�̂� + 𝑎𝑅(𝑝𝐴))𝑚𝐴 ( 𝜃𝜃0)𝑛
 

 

(3.16) 

𝛾�̇� = 𝛾0̇ ( 𝜏𝐴𝜏�̂� + 𝑎𝑅(𝑝𝐵))𝑚𝐵 ( 𝜃𝜃0)𝑛
 (3.17) 

 

 

3.4. Material model adjustment for tensile test 

As seen on Chapter 2, UHMWPE can be greatly elongated during a tension test. Even 

if projected application would be on compression rather than tension, this possibility should 

not be discarded, and thus the correspondent material model adjustment is done. 

General shape of sample is shown on Figure 3.6, where the distinction among the working 

zone and fixing zone is cleared. 
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Figure 3.6. Tensile sample geometry. 

 

Dimensions are referred as the ones of a V Type Probe for ASTM D638M Standard Test 

Method for Tensile Properties of Plastics [76]. Effective working zone length is of 9.53 mm. 

 For the numerical discretization of the domain, geometry allows the use of a swept mesh, 

with SOLID185 hexaedrical elements, as shown on Figure 3.7 below: 

 

Figure 3.7. Finite element tensile sample. 

 

Fixing zone 

Working 

Zone 

Fixing zone 
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The FEA model for tensile probe has 21422 nodes and 4285 elements. The narrower part of 

the probe is the most relevant, being meshed with more densely packaged elements. Results 

will be referred to its gravity center. 

In equivalence to the conditions present during tensile test, the chose boundary conditions 

(Figure 3.8) were a fixed support on the lower fixing zone, while the facets of the upper fixed 

zone were displaced on axial direction 1.9 mm, thus indicating a 20% strain. This was related 

with an abrupt shift on stress-strain curve slope on experimental data. 

 

Figure 3.8. Tensile sample boundary conditions. 

 

Eight stress values corresponding with equidistant strain are chosen from the stress-strain 

curves and averaged. Then, the probe closer to the average (ED-11) is evaluated as the most 

representative and the linked stress-strain values are used for material model fitting.  Table 

3.1 resumes data. 
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Table 3.1. Tensile test data for adjustment (20%). 

Time (s) Load (N) 
Displacement 

(mm) 

Engineering 
Strain 

(mm/mm) 

Engineering 
Stress (MPa) 

1.91 106.76 0.24 0.02 8.59 

3.82 171.91 0.48 0.05 13.84 

5.01 199.75 0.63 0.07 16.08 

8.68 251.95 1.08 0.11 20.28 

10.00 262.47 1.25 0.13 21.13 

11.73 272.41 1.46 0.15 21.93 

13.25 278.51 1.65 0.17 22.42 

15.00 282.78 1.91 0.20 22.77 
 

3.4.1 Linear elastic models results for tension 

UHMWPE as a material manifests a lot of non-linearities on the chosen adjustment 

range. However, a linear elastic (LE) model could be used when expected strain is minimum. 

For this approach, the selection of equally distanced points for strain under 5% and the 

consequent regression revealed a Young modulus value 𝐸 = 256.82 𝑀𝑃𝑎 (Table 3.2) 

Table 3.2. Tensile test data for small strain adjustment (5%). 

Time (s) Load (N) 
Displacement 

(mm) 

Engineering 
strain 

(mm/mm) 

Engineering 
stress 
(MPa) 

LE stress 
(MPa) 

0.60 40.51 0.10 0.01 3.26 1.99 

1.55 89.38 0.19 0.02 7.20 5.08 

2.49 130.27 0.29 0.03 10.49 8.38 

3.21 154.16 0.38 0.04 12.41 10.79 

3.93 174.76 0.48 0.05 14.07 13.21 
 

Another advantage for this approximation is that tension and compression have equivalent 

stress values for the same present strain, as seen on respective Figure 3.9. The main drawback 

on this model choice is the restriction of a maximum available strain of 5% for any 

UHMWPE component in prosthesis. 
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Figure 3. 9. Stress-strain curves for small strain in tension and compression (5%). 

 

In contrast, average error is high (21.54%), with a higher bias on the smaller strain points 

for tension and higher strain points of compression. 

3.4.2 Hyperelastic model results for tension 

As many hyperelastic models were available, multiple fits could be achieved with 

any of the aforementioned models. It was found that a third order polynomial model (POL-

3) and two Mooney-Rivlin models with 3 and 9 parameters (MR-3, MR-9, respectively) ones 

had the best fit. Related parameters are registered on Table 3.3. Results are evaluated on 

Figure 3. 10 and Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.3. Estimated parameters for hyperelastic models. 

POL-3 MR-3 MR-9 

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value 
C10 -7.8378E+008 C10 -3.83E+08 C10 -7.8378E+008 

C01 8.6694E+008 C01 4.55E+08 C01 8.6694E+008 

C20 2.1935E+010 C11 1.38E+08 C20 2.1935E+010 

C11 -4.6333E+010 d 0 C11 -4.6333E+010 
C02 2.5205E+010   C02 2.5205E+010 

C30 1.1826E+006   C30 1.1826E+006 

C21 -1.6145E+007   C21 -1.6145E+007 

C12 -5.3992E+009   C12 -5.3993E+009 

C03 3.1543E+009   C03 3.1544E+009 

d_1 1E-012   d 1E-012 

d_2 1E-012     

d_3 1E-012     

 

Table 3.4. Experimental data vs Simulation results (hyperelastic models). 

Engineering 
Strain 

(mm/mm) 

Engineering 
Stress 
(MPa) 

POL-3 
stress 
(MPa) 

MR-3 
stress 
(MPa) 

MR-9 
stress 
(MPa) 

0.02 8.59 5.3907 6.0861 6.3324 
0.05 13.84 9.9458 11.248 9.9445 
0.07 16.08 14.73 12.61 12.398 
0.11 20.28 18.168 18.316 16.698 
0.13 21.13 22.845 21.029 19.798 
0.15 21.93 21.482 23.398 22.244 
0.17 22.42 22.763 25.367 23.409 
0.20 22.77 24.144 26.684 24.14 
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Figure 3.10.  Experimental data vs Simulation results (hyperelastic models). 

 

Corresponding average error is 12.75% for POL-3, 14.59% for MR-3 and 14.15% for MR-

9, any of them being useful for describing stress-strain relationship on UHMWPE on a 

uniaxial tensile test. 

3.4.3 Plastic models results for tension 

The evaluation of the three available plastic models was done. During numerical 

simulation, both bilinear isotropic hardening (BIH) and Chaboche kinematic hardening 

(CKH) model came to instability due high element distortion. Consequently, the FEA was 

interrupted and only partial results were analyzed on Table 3.5 and Figure 3.11. 
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Table 3.5. Experimental data vs Simulation results (plastic models). 

Engineering 
Strain 

(mm/mm) 

Engineering 
Stress 
(MPa) 

BIH stress 
(MPa) 

MIHstress 
(MPa) 

CKH stress 
(MPa) 

0.02 8.59 3.72 2.06 3.71 

0.05 13.84 5.77 3.86 5.77 

0.07 16.08 8.2 4.79 8.19 

0.11 20.28 13.03 6.51 13.02 

0.13 21.13 15.37 7.09 16.25 

0.15 21.93 X 7.51 X 

0.17 22.42 X 7.91 X 

0.20 22.77 X 8.025 X 
 

 

Figure 3.11. Experimental data vs Simulation results (plastic models). 

 

Apparently, MIH is closer than other models. In spite of this, estimated average error is of 

68.49%, too high for any practical use. The overall conclusions of these sections show that 

in tension hyperelastic effects are dominant on the material. 
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3.4.4 Specialized polymeric model results for tension 

In order to test these specialized polymeric models, the tension, compression and 

relaxation test available data was used to fit the model. First ones were obtained from the 

use of software MCalibration®, and so was the codification for each model for ANSYS15®. 

The material model for Arruda-Boyce (AB) model is implemented in ANSYS15® with the 

parameters shown on Table 3.6. For Bergström-Boyce (BB) model, used codification is 

shown on Table 3.7:   

Table 3.6 Calculated AB parameters. 

Parameter Value 𝐶1 64.73 𝜆𝜇 3.2359 E 07 𝑑 0 
Table 3.7. Codification for BB model in ANSYS. 

Codex line Physical interpretation 

TB, BB, 1, , , ISO !Activate ISO table for Bërgstrom-Boyce 
data 

TBDATA, 1, 5.72e6  !Shear modulus muA 

 

TBDATA, 2, 100 !Define material parameter 
N0=(lambdaAlock)2 

TBDATA, 3, 1.18e8 !Shear modulus muB 

TBDATA, 4, 100 !Define N1=(lambdaBlock)2 

TBDATA, 5, 2.8e-123    !Define material parameter 

TBDATA, 6, 0 !Define material parameter c 

TBDATA, 7, 16.29 !Define material parameter m 

TB, BB, 1, , , PVOL  !Activate table PVOL for Bërgstrom-
Boyce data 

TBDATA, 1, 1.25e-9  ! 1/K, being K Bulk modulus 

 

As BB was intended for modeling UHMWPE both in tension and compression, the 

parameters will be the same for the correspondent adjustments. 
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AB results for tension could not be achieved due numerical instability, so only BB model 

results are declared on subsequent Table 3.8 and Figure 3.12. 

Table 3.8. Experimental and numeric stress values. BB model. 

Engineering 
Strain 

(mm/mm) 

Engineering 
Stress 
(MPa) 

BB stress 
(MPa) 

0.02 8.59 3.5 

0.05 13.84 8.5185 

0.07 16.08 10.2 

0.11 20.28 18.474 

0.13 21.13 19.99 

0.15 21.93 24.59 

0.17 22.42 24.586 

0.20 22.77 27.241 

 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Experimental data vs Simulation results (BB). 
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Average error for BB model is of 29.72%. This value is higher than that of previous models 

and is slightly more time-consuming. By the other hand, the adjustment of compression test 

data could give a better insight of the model programming and performance. 

 

3.5. Material model adjustment for compressive test 

As seen on Figure 3.13, the probe has a square base with an edge of 12.7 mm and a 

height of 25.4 mm, based on ASTM D695 Standard Test Method for Compressive Properties 

of Rigid Plastics [77]. This geometry allows the use of a swept mesh, with SOLID185 

hexaedrical elements [107], having a highly regular distribution, with 9581 equidistant nodes 

and 2000 elements.   

 
 

Figure 3.13. Finite element compression sample. 

 

For the chosen boundary conditions, the bottom surface of the probe was fixed, and a vertical 

displacement applied to the upper surface (Figure 3.14). The final displacement of the upper 

face is of 7.62 𝑚𝑚, allowing for an engineering strain of 0.30 in axial direction. Strain rate 

of test is fixed and was calculated at 6.6x10-4s-1 . 
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Figure 3.14. Compression sample boundary conditions. 

Seven stress values corresponding with equidistant strain are chosen from the stress-strain 

curves and averaged. Then, the probe closer to the average is evaluated as the most 

representative and the linked stress-strain values are used for material model fitting.   

Table 3.9 summarizes the reference information related to PB-03 probe. 

Table 3.9. Compression test data for adjustment (30%). 

Time (s) Load (N) 
Displacement 

(mm) 
Engineering 

Strain (mm/mm) 
Engineering 
Stress (MPa) 

6.03 117.40 0.254 0.01 0.71 
54.01 2403.76 1.27 0.05 14.45 
114.03 3622.79 2.54 0.10 21.77 
173.98 4339.72 3.81 0.15 26.08 
234.01 5076.17 5.08 0.20 30.51 
294.05 5832.41 6.35 0.25 35.05 
354.03 6502.67 7.62 0.30 39.08 

 

The data is registered only to a compressive strain of 0.30, just before rotation of the probe 

was observed. As a logical consequence, the use of the derived material models will be valid 

until the strain limit is surpassed.  
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This inconvenience is diminished as the model is intended to simulate permanent joint 

prosthesis models that cannot be excessively deformed by several reasons, such as 

anatomical restrictions of bones and soft tissues 

Results are reported in aggregated graphs and tables for an easier comparison. 

In each case, the simulations had the expected results, with a relatively uniform stress 

distribution excluding maximum peaks on the lower corners, as is in intended from the test 

probe geometry. A true-scale sample of the probe geometry deformation and the 

corresponding near-uniform stress distribution at the end of the compression test is shown 

on Figure 3.15. 

 

Figure 3.15. Von Mises Stress final state for compression probe (LE). 

 

Specific load-displacement curves and Tables featuring measured stresses at the geometric 

center of probe are provided.  
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3.5.1 Linear elastic models results for compression 

In certain controlled situations, such as very small strains, absence of thermal effects 

and monotonic loads, the use of linear elastic (LE) model is considered valid for UHMWPE 

[93,95] so, this model was taken on consideration for simulation.  

The choice of a linear model for a highly non-linear behavior can be justified also as being 

a mean to find the maximum strain on which non-linear effects are dominant for UHMWPE 

in compression 

As a linear approximation, it should be reminded that a lot of essential mechanical properties 

of UHMWPE are missing, such as the viscoelastic ones. In this idea, relaxation and creep 

tests done in previous work is reported.  

Following similar test conditions, a compression probe was subject to a load slowly applied 

at a fixed strain rate of 0.008𝑠−1, enough to cause 5% of strain and an initial stress of 18 

MPa. Then the probe was allowed to relax for 2000 s.  

Acquired experimental relaxation curve from a representative sample is shown on Figure 

3.16: 

 

Figure 3.16. Relaxation curve of a compression sample. 
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A better representation of UHMWPE behavior on LE models is feasible by the addition of 

viscoelastic effects [102]. These material properties can be represented by springs and 

dampers in parallel or in series [117]. Prony Series have been used in an efficient numerical 

method in the time domain to relate relaxation and creep function on UHMWPE and similar 

polymers [118] 

From the curve adjustment of ANSYS ® Mechanical APDL, it was found that seven Prony 

terms are required for a valid fit of relaxation curves (as shown on Table 3.10)  

Table 3.10 Calculated Prony terms for shear and bulk response. 

Prony term Shear response Bulk response 
a1 0.12 1.27E-06 
t1 841.11 0.61 
a2 0.10 1.22E-06 
t2 3.80 789.00 
a3 0.11 0.34 
t3 841.14 793.75 
a4 0.08 0.01 
t4 3.79 43005.00 
a5 0.13 0.19 
t5 23.24 60.90 
a6 0.13 0.01 
t6 98.90 43005.00 
a7 0.10 0.23 
t7 841.13 5.30 

 

Then, the original LE model is added with a generalized Maxwell solid formulation [18] and 

so it will reflect the relaxation observed for GUR1050. Thus, the new material model is 

labeled as linear elastic with relaxation (LER).   

Relaxation tests also showed that the material could recover completely from a compression 

strain of 5% after a period of 24 hrs.    

Both experimental stress values and the ones calculated on simulations are shown on Table 

3.11. 
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Table 3.11. Experimental data vs. Simulation results (linear elastic models). 

Engineering 
Strain 

(mm/mm) 

Experimental 
stress (MPa) 

LE stress 
(MPa) 

LER stress 
(MPa) 

0.01 0.71 0.65 0.57 
0.05 14.45 5.81 4.14 
0.10 21.77 12.27 7.95 
0.15 26.08 18.73 11.38 
0.20 30.51 25.19 14.71 
0.25 35.05 31.65 17.82 
0.30 39.08 38.11 20.80 

 

As the material model fit was made with stress-strain curve, the evaluation of mean error 

will be made with the measured experimental load the force reaction of the fixed end of the 

simulation model for each assigned strain value.  

As seen on Figure 3.17, the estimated mean error is about 28.00 % for LE model, with the 

immediate conclusion that a lineal elastic model is not enough to reflect the material behavior 

on the actual work conditions.   

 

Figure 3.17. Experimental data vs Simulation results (Linear elastic models). 
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The estimated mean error for LER model is about 53.51%, thus it can be inferred that in the 

actual test conditions and strain levels, viscoelastic effects are negligible. 

3.5.2. Hyperelastic models results for compression 

A five-parameter Mooney-Rivlin (MR-5) material model was successfully fitted on 

the original data. However, the generated material model is of a great instability, and no 

simulation was completed before finding a pivot warning on numerical solving. 

It was found that hyperelastic models for UHMWPE work much better on tension rather 

than compression. It is also stated than additional test results such as biaxial, shear, and 

volumetric stress-strain response should have been carried to give a better, more stable fit 

[107].  

3.5.3 Plastic models results for compression 

First tested plastic model was bilinear isotropic hardening (BIH) one. The needed 

parameters for lineal elastic information are estimated as 𝐸 = 289 𝑀𝑃𝑎; ν = 0.46. For the 

lineal plastic part, yielding stress is  𝜎𝑦 = 14.15 𝑀𝑃𝑎 and the tangent module 𝐸 = 95𝑀𝑃𝑎.  

It should be noted that an abrupt change in stress-strain curve slope does not necessarily 

indicate the yielding point. However, loading and unloading tests described on Chapter 02 

support the idea. 

From early results, it was found that certain plastic models needed more accurate data on the 

lower levels of strain. Complementarity test data of Table 3.12 was used for the use of a 

multilinear isotropic hardening model (MIH) fit. 

Table 3.12. Compression test additional data. 

Time (s) Load (N) 
Engineering 

Strain (mm/mm) 
Engineering 
Stress (MPa) 

6.03 117.40 0.01 0.71 
18.03 568.36 0.02 3.42 
30.04 1395.43 0.03 8.39 
41.99 1977.96 0.04 11.89 
54.01 2403.76 0.05 14.45 
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Taking both sets of values on Tables 3.9 and 3.12, the instantaneous Young Modulus was 

calculated. These should be consecutively smaller in order to work on the running 

simulation. Legacy element SOLID45 was used in order to support the material model [107]. 

Measured stress values for plastic models are shown on Table 3.13. Calculated and 

experimental load curves are shown on Figure 3.18. 

Table 3.13. Experimental data vs Simulation results (plastic models). 

Engineering Strain 
(mm/mm) 

Experimental 
stress (MPa) 

BIH stress 
(MPa) 

MIH stress 
(MPa) 

CKH stress 
(MPa) 

0.01 0.71 1.55 0.93 1.53 
0.05 14.45 13.84 14.08 13.73 
0.10 21.77 19.48 22.16 17.35 
0.15 26.08 24.61 27.00 20.52 
0.20 30.51 29.88 32.00 23.67 
0.25 35.05 35.05 35.05 26.82 
0.30 39.08 40.22 35.05 29.95 

 

 

Figure 3.18. Experimental data vs Simulation results (plastic models). 
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BIH model has a seemingly good match with test data. Even if at first the fit seems much 

closer, the estimated error is about 20.10 %, lesser than any of the previous models, but still 

not desirable for use in design.  

A closer look on the error distribution, it is seen that the first lineal part has an estimated 

stress value of twice the measured one, that being responsible of the great margin of error. 

However, this value drops drastically with the strain.   

Taking only the plastic part of stress-strain curve, fit has a margin of error of 04.23%, 

acceptable for use. 

By the other hand, load estimation of MIH had a distributed mean error of 19.04 %, but has 

a noticeable drop at the estimated reaction force on the higher levels of strain.  

The results for the last model show a great discrepancy (average error of 34.42%)  and thus 

the inadequacy of using CKH model. Even so, it can be concluded that plastic models are a 

better approach for the compressive test and problems with similar boundary conditions.  

3.5.4 Specialized polymeric results for compression 

More robust material models based on the molecular mechanisms of UHMWPE and 

other rubber-like polymers are available and were also tested on this work. Table 3.14 and 

Figure 3.19 summarize the information. 

Arruda-Boyce (AB) and Bergstöm-Boyce (BB) model are implemented in ANSYS15® 

with the respective code shown on the Table 3.7. 

Table 3.14. Experimental data vs Simulation results (specialized polymeric models). 

Engineering Strain 
(mm/mm) 

Experimental 
stress (MPa) 

AB stress 
(MPa) 

BB stress 
(MPa) 

0.01 0.71 0.70 1.97 

0.05 14.45 6.68 17.84 

0.10 21.77 15.45 37.37 

0.15 26.08 26.71 42.04 

0.20 30.51 42.15 43.50 

0.25 35.05 64.60 45.09 

0.30 39.08 99.05 46.85 
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Figure 3.19. Experimental data vs Simulation results (specialized polymeric models). 

From the comparison, it is clear that the AB fit is not near to the original data, having a mean 

error of 49.81 % and a clear load overcalculation trend for a large deformation. For BB 

model it is seen that stress is heavily over calculated, even when the qualitative trend of it is 

similar. Mean error is estimated as 76.39 %. 

During the first iterations, the origin of this value difference was looked on coding issues, 

incompatibility, lack of unit consistency, and wrong parameter assignment. However, those 

were discarded as error sources.   

Overall results of these specialized rheological models show that compression and relaxation 

data must be complemented with additional tests for a better fit, including changes on load 

rate and biaxial tests. Absence of data on thermal effects on UHMWPE behavior could have 

influenced on the inconsistencies, especially for BB, in which thermodynamical consistency 

of the internal material evolution law is needed for a valid numerical solution [119], even 

when project application would not allow for an ample range of thermal variation. 
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3.6. Discussion 

Parting from the fact that many constitutive equation models had been attempted on 

literature, it should be addressed that UHMWPE behavior has different approximations 

depending on the available working conditions, with emphasis on the search of more robust 

models which could be less restrained by this limitations, especially on a polymer of such 

interest in bioengineering and medicine applications.  

As the main interest of this work is the development and design of a TAA prosthesis, the 

approached solution attempted was the use of one or many simple models available for 

dissociated possible loading conditions (tension and compression). Certain additional 

restrictions then should be added for design in GUR1050 components in order to keep the 

material model as valid and thus the obtained results significant as future development. 

Most of evaluated models had a qualitative behavior that showed coincidence with the 

general trend of stress and strain relationship on experimental data. Mean average error was 

used as a quick comparison parameter among constitutive material models.  

The overall high mean errors reported on the previous sections show discrepancy of 

simulation results and experimental data. Additionally, the distribution of error is almost 

uniform on models probed on tension. In contrast, models tested on compression are much 

closer on predictions on lower strain values (< 0.1) and the error increases above that limit, 

with the material model failure for increased strain (0.2 on tension, 0.3 on compression). 

This could impose a closer range of allowed strain on a possible mechanical solution on 

TAA design. As the ankle joint previously generates a strict restriction on displacements and 

deformation, there is not concern for excessive parameters restriction. 

 Inquiringly, the more complex models did not show better results in terms of quantitative 

results, with stress lectures much higher than the experimental ones. These required multiple 

data sets of different test on multiple load rates for a better adjustment.  Obtained results 

seems to imply a better fit of a rather simple model on the test conditions applied on samples. 

The main implication is that chosen material models should be used on similar conditions 

during simulation. However, from the anatomical review done on Chapter 1, the later 
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conditions are closer to be ones expected to be found on TAA prosthesis operation, with a 

predominance of an axial load and compressive effects. An additional positive side effect of 

a simpler material model choice is the possibility of use on complex design geometry on 

UHMWPE while keeping a low demand on computational resources.  

By the other side, if the use of a model that reports a higher stress value still could add to the 

safety factor of the design, while being detrimental in case of optimization of polymeric 

inserts. The choice was to reject completely the use of these, at least without additional 

sample testing. 

Being the model with the better performance, and being closer to the intended operation 

conditions for TAA prosthesis, bilinear isotropic hardening (BIH) model was studied with 

additional data (Table 3.15, Figure 3.20) 

Table 3.14. Data for revisited BIH model 

Engineering 
Strain (mm/mm) 

Experimental 
stress (MPa) 

BIH stress 
(MPa) 

0.010 0.71 1.55 

0.025 8.38 7.80 
0.050 14.45 13.84 

0.075 19.60 19.24 
0.100 21.77 19.48 

0.125 24.40 21.52 
0.150 26.08 24.61 

0.175 28.70 26.53 
0.200 30.51 29.88 

0.225 33.30 31.28 
0.250 35.05 35.05 

0.275 37.60 36.35 
0.300 39.08 40.22 
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Figure 3.20. Experimental data vs Simulation results (revisited BIH model). 

 

New estimated average error is 13.94 % Excluding the first atypical value, it falls to 5.24% 

 

3.7. Chapter conclusions 

UHMWPE is an important material family especially in biomechanics. This implies 

that some specific considerations must be taken while modeling it in order to correctly reflect 

its unique properties and behavior.  

In order to find the best fit for a given set of data obtained from a GUR1050 sample tension 

and compression test, multiple material models were adjusted and simulated. 

In general, stress values obtained by simulation are not so close to the experimental data. As 

the testing conditions are heavily controlled, some simplifications were at first considered 

as valid but showed as being excessive.  

Linear elastic models are not useful for mimicking GUR1050 behavior unless strain is very 

low (under 5% at least), load being monotonic and the strain rate not very low. Caution is 

advised for the use of this model, mostly recommended for small UHMWPE components on 

an assemble on which they have a small role.  
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For the more complex models, such as hyperelastic or specialized rheological, limited data 

was a drawback that affected the possible implementation for the simulation model, even 

when thermal effects were not taken in consideration. In spite of this, hyperelastic models 

have a close fit to the behavior of UHMWPE on tension. 

Plasticity is an effect that should be taken in consideration for a strain up to 0.2 on tension 

and  0.3 on compression with the implications of a security limit for design in polyethylene 

From the results, the use of a third order polynomial (POL-3) model is recommended for 

tension under a constant strain rate. Bilinear isotropic hardening (BIH) model is 

recommended as it was found as the best fit for GUR1050 in compression under a constant 

strain rate. As the intended application for an implant inside a constrained joint, it is expected 

to have a predominantly compressive behavior of the prosthesis component, the later model 

is closer for the intended material behavior if a numerical model is applied. 

The obtained models are intended for some quick analysis of complex geometries on 

moderate strain. 
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Chapter 4- Early designs for a damping system on total 

ankle joint prosthesis 

 

Iteration in design is a common occurrence. Generated solutions for a particular problem 

must be tested for feasibility and efficiency. 

During the brainstorming for a compatible damping system for sacrifice component of a total 

ankle replacement prosthesis, at least two promising ideas were developed and tested by 

means of finite element analysis.  

First attempt for obtaining this characteristic was the use of a damping fluid -either liquid or 

gas- interacting with the solid inner surface of complex chamber structures inside the 

sacrifice component model, causing drag and improvement on energy dissipation. 

Second attempt also required the use of inner structures in honeycomb cell patterns with 

inherent negative stiffness, enabling a large amplification of their damping and 

recoverability capabilities within a limited space. 

For both cases, obtained results could not stand with designment requirements and 

limitations for a safe operation within the human ankle joint. Even so, these results can have 

other potential applications and are made available, and the design findings were used on the 

definitive process. 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In physical systems, damping is produced by processes that dissipate the energy 

stored in them [120], generally in the form of heat. 

There are different types of damping: Coulomb, viscous and hysteretic damping. Coulomb 

damping is caused by kinetic friction between sliding dry or surfaces. If the heat is dissipated 

due to the movement of bodies in a liquid medium, it is a case of viscous damping in which 
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the damping force is proportional to velocity. When a solid is deformed, if heat is dissipated 

by internal friction it is called as hysteric or solid damping. [121] 

In the context of the working problem, each mechanism could be seen a solution for 

diminishing sacrifice component wear and excess energy channeling to lower limb. 

For a perfectly elastic material, the energy utilized to deform the solid is stored within with 

no dissipation of energy. In contrast, the work done to deform the viscous fluid is dissipated 

as heat during the irreversible flow. Due their molecular properties, semicrystalline polymers 

have an intermediate behavior better described as viscoelastic [121] influenced by loading 

type and velocity, and surrounding conditions. 

As it has been established, material limitations due ankle anatomical constrains are present. 

 

4.2 Chapter nomenclature 𝑎𝑡 Acceleration vector 

E Young Modulus 𝐸𝑘 Kinetic energy 𝐹𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 Applied external force vector 𝐹𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡 Internal forced vector 𝑓𝑖 Inner force 𝐺 Shear modulus 

h Cell pattern curved beam maximum height 𝐾 Bulk Modulus 

l Cell pattern curved beam length 𝑀 Mass matrix 𝑛 Amount of substance in moles 𝑃 Pressure 𝑅 Gas constant 𝑇 Absolute temperature 
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𝑡 Time 𝑢𝑖𝑠 Displacement field 𝑉 Volume 𝑣𝑖𝑠   Velocity field 𝑉𝑓 Final block speed 𝑉𝑖 Initial block speed 

 𝑉𝑚 Minimal block speed 

w(x) Height of the cell pattern horizontal beam as a function of position 

x Given position of the cell pattern curved beam 𝛤 Domain boundary interface ∆𝑡 Time step 𝛿𝑖𝑗 Kronecker delta 𝜀𝑖𝑗 Elastic strain tensor 

θ Cell pattern curved beam thickness 𝜆 First Lamé parameter 𝜈 Poisson ratio 

ρ Fluid density 

π Pi value 𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗 Stress tensor 𝜏𝑖𝑗 Shearing stress tensor Ω𝑓 Computational fluid domain  Ω𝑠 Computational solid domain  

 

4.3 Fluid-Solid Interaction theory 

Cartilage tissue has a very high percentage of water (roughly 80%) with a primordial 

role on its load-carrying capacity due frictional resistance to flow and pressurization [122] 

Naturally, viscous behavior has been reported for cartilage, and the idea for a fluid-based 

damping for TAA sacrifice component seems consequent. 
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This idea is sustained by the preexistence of transtibial prosthesis designs with this working 

principle. At least one pneumatic foot-ankle prosthesis has been developed [123], showing 

capable of providing an appropriate range of motion and biomimetic mechanics. 

However, it should be considered the natural limitations of an internal prosthesis. The 

interaction with the enveloping ankle tissues, and structure of the full prosthesis assemble 

obligate for consideration of how fluid and solid interact and are influenced by each other. 

Fluid structure interaction (FSI) is defined as the interaction of some movable or deformable 

structure with an internal or surrounding fluid flow [124]. Being inherently complex 

problems, these are forcibly analyzed by means of physical experiments or numerical 

simulation [125] 

The general methodology of first reduced -and thus, numerically efficient- FSI methods 

corresponded to dynamic sub structuring procedures adapted to fluid-structure modal 

analysis, working with a solid tank partially filled with compressible fluid. A variational 

modal interaction scheme was proposed, allowing the use of the acoustic eigenmodes of the 

liquid in a rigid motionless enclosure and the hydroelastic modes of the enclosure for a three-

field mixed variational formulation [126] 

Later emphasis has been put on nonlinear models, enhanced physical understanding of FSI 

problems and the use of reduced-order models, time linearization, and methodologies drawn 

from dynamical system theory. [127] 

FSI can be classified according to the numerical procedure used: 

a) Monolithic: the solution of the solid part and the liquid part is given together (in 

the same matrix) 

b) Partition: the fluid and the solid are resolved in separate fields. This is the most 

common approach in commercial software. FSI in partitioning requires periodic 

linking between the solid and liquid part (interface). 

Another classification derives from the treatment of the finite element model meshes: 
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a) Conformal mesh method: The interface is defined as a physical limit and the 

meshes coincide with each other. 

b) Non-conforming mesh method: The interface is restricted according to the 

mathematical model used. 

The available software for FSI analysis (ANSYS) uses the non-conforming mesh method 

[107]. Taking in account the domain Ω, the external boundary 𝛤, 𝛺𝑠̅̅ ̅  the solid structure and 𝛺𝑓̅̅ ̅ the fluid, and the interface is denoted as 𝛤𝑠 (Figure 4.1) 

 

Figure 4.1. Schematic Fluid-Solid Interaction. 

 

By the principle of D'Alembert Eq. 4.1 can be established 𝜌𝑣�̇� − 𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗 + 𝑓𝑖 = 0 (4.1) 

For the structural domain in Lagrangian formulation: 𝜌𝑠𝑣𝑖�̇� − 𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗𝑠 + 𝑓𝑖𝑠 = 0 for each  𝛺𝑠̅̅ ̅ (4.2) 

Velocity 𝑣𝑖𝑠  is defined the material derivative of the displacement field 𝑢𝑖𝑠  : 

For a linear elastic material, the stresses can be obtained by means of the Lamé constants 

and the unitary deformations: 
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𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑠 = 𝜆𝛿𝑖𝑗𝜀𝑖𝑗 + 2𝐺𝜀𝑖𝑗 
 

(4.3) 

𝜀𝑖𝑗 = 12 (𝑢𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑢𝑗,𝑖) 
(4.4) 

𝐺 = 𝐸2(1 + 𝜈) ;  𝜆 = 𝐸𝜈(1 + 𝜈)(1 − 2𝜈) 
(4.5) 

 

For the fluid part it can be established: 

𝜌𝑓𝑣𝑖�̇� − 𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗𝑓 + 𝑓𝑖𝑓 = 0  for each  𝛺𝑓̅̅ ̅ 
 

(4.6) 

 

What is described in Eulerian formulation (Eq. 4.7):  

𝑣𝑖�̇� = 𝑑𝑣𝑖𝑓𝑑𝑡 = 𝜕𝑣𝑖𝑓𝜕𝑡 + 𝑣𝑖𝑓𝑣𝑖,𝑗𝑓  

 

(4.7) 

 

If the fluid is considered as Newtonian, the internal efforts are determined by the following 

set of equations: 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑓 = −𝑝𝛿𝑖𝑗 + 𝜏𝑖𝑗 
 

(4.8) 𝜏𝑖𝑗 = 2𝜇(𝑒𝑖𝑗 − 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑘𝑘/3) 
 

(4.9) 𝑒𝑖𝑗 = (𝑣𝑗,𝑖𝑓 + 𝑣𝑖,𝑗𝑓 ) 
 

(4.10) 

 

The static pressure 𝑝  is necessary to ensure the incompressibility of the fluid. Non-sliding 

condition at the boundary of both domains is expressed: 

{ 𝑣𝑖𝑠 = 𝑣𝑖𝑓 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑠 𝑛𝑖 = 𝜎𝑖𝑗𝑓𝑛𝑖   𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎 𝛤𝑠 

 

(4.11) 
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In the available finite element software, the part of the fluid is formulated by the transient 

state Navier-Stokes equations in a conservative fashion [107]. 

For nonconforming meshes, the solution of the constitutive equations is achieved by means 

of Lagrange multipliers drifted from terms of the fluid equations. 

Using the method of immersion, force terms are added in the equations relative to the fluids 

to represent the interaction of the structural part, avoiding the updating of the mesh. 

In ANSYS, the so-called FSI force is used, which represents the effects of the border acting 

on the fluid [107]. It is computed explicitly from the structure to obtain the velocity of the 

fluid. The condition of non-slip is imposed. The fluid equations are solved for the domain 

with a fixed Eulerian mesh and the boundary in motion is calculated separately. 𝜌𝑠𝑣𝑖�̇� − 𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗𝑠 + 𝑓𝑖𝑠 = 0 for each  𝛺𝑠̅̅ ̅ (4.12) 𝜌𝑓𝑣𝑖�̇� − 𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗𝑓 + 𝑓𝑖𝑓 = 0  for each  𝛺𝑓̅̅ ̅ (4.13) 

 

The following conditions must be followed on 𝛤𝑠 : 𝑢𝑖𝑠 = 𝑢𝑖𝑓 (4.14) 𝑢𝑖�̇� = �̇�𝑖𝑓 (4.15) �̈�𝑖𝑠 = �̈�𝑖𝑓 (4.16) 

 

Based on virtual work principle and Lagrange multiplicator theorem, equations for fluid and 
solid domains are combined in a unique equation: 

0 = ∫ (𝜌𝑠𝑣𝑖�̇� − 𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗𝑠 + 𝑓𝑖𝑠)𝛿𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑣𝛺𝑠̅̅̅̅ + ∫ (𝜌𝑣�̇� − 𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗 + 𝑓𝑖)𝛿𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑣𝛺𝑓̅̅ ̅̅+ ∫ �̅�𝑖(𝛿𝑢𝑖𝑠 − 𝛿𝑢𝑖)𝑑𝑣 𝛤𝑠  

 

(4.17) 

Where �̅�𝑖 is estimated Lagrange multiplicator for 𝛤𝑠 , representing the generated force by 
FSI. 
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In the original formulation by Peskin, structure has no volume and 𝛺𝑠̅̅ ̅ = 𝛤𝑠 , 𝛺𝑓̅̅ ̅ = 𝛺. The 

equation 4.17 is rewritten as: 

0 = ∫ (𝜌𝑠𝑣𝑖�̇� − 𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗𝑠 + 𝑓𝑖𝑠 + �̅�𝑖)𝛿𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑑𝑣𝛤𝑠 + ∫ (𝜌𝑣�̇� − 𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗 + 𝑓𝑖 − �̅�𝑖𝐿(𝛤𝑠))𝛿𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑣𝛺𝑓̅̅ ̅̅  

(4.18) 

 

Where 𝐿(𝛤𝑠) {1, 𝑥 ∈ 𝛤𝑠0, 𝑥 ∉ 𝛤𝑠 (4.19) 

 

is defined as a delta function. The remaining two independent equations are written: 𝜌𝑠𝑣𝑖�̇� − 𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗𝑠 + 𝑓𝑖𝑠 + �̅�𝑖 = 0 
 

(4.20) 𝜌𝑣�̇� − 𝜎𝑖𝑗,𝑗 + 𝑓𝑖 − �̅�𝑖𝐿(𝛤𝑠) = 0 (4.21) 
 

The value of  �̅�𝑖  is obtained on eq. 4.20 to enter it into eq. 4.21, which is then solved to 

obtain the movement of the fluid.  𝐿(𝛤𝑠) is a continuous function, but it can be replaced by 

a discrete function or the FSI force interpolation of the structural domain on fluid domain 

[107]. 

 

4.4 Fluid damping approach 

In a two-way transfer FSI analysis, the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis 

results, such as forces, temperatures, heat flows, or heat transfer coefficients and near wall 

temperatures at the fluid-structure interface are transferred to the mechanical model and 

applied as loads. Within the same analysis, the subsequently calculated displacements, 

temperatures, or heat flows at the fluid-structure interface are transferred back to the CFD 

analysis [107]. Figure 4.2 is included as a visual reference. 
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Figure 4.2 Two-way FSI on ANSYS Workbench®. 

 

With this mathematical understanding of the interaction of a solid shell with an inner fluid, 

some increasingly complex chambered models (seen on Figures 4.3-4.5) were tested for a 

two-way FSI analysis. 

 

Figure 4.3. First approach for a fluid-damped insert design (Model A). 
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Figure 4.4. Second approach for a fluid-damped insert design (Model B). 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Third approach for a fluid-damped insert design (Model C). 

 

The base cylinder for all models has 20 𝑚𝑚 in diameter and 12 𝑚𝑚 in height. Dimensions 

were chosen taking in consideration a probable insert size for a sacrifice component of a 

TAA prosthesis.  

The spherical cavity of model A is located on the geometric center of and is 10 𝑚𝑚 in 

diameter. Model B and C follow similar patterns, having thinning zones among the centered 

multiconnected chambers, intended for a forced fluid flow. 

As a first approach, the simpler constitutive models were used. For fluid, the ideal gas model 

on 300K, isothermal consideration was used. It must be remembered that in most usual 
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conditions (for instance at standard temperature and pressure), most real gases behave 

qualitatively like an ideal gas [128]. Shear transport stress was applied. This implies an air-

filled design for the insert.  

For the solid component, an isotropic linear elastic model was used, with material parameters 

shown on Table 4.1: 

Table 4.1. Material properties for first approach of fluid-damped insert design. 

Young modulus 1100  MPa 

Poisson ratio 0.42 − 

Bulk modulus 2291.7 MPa 

Shear modulus 387.3 MPa 

Yielding strength 20 MPa 

Ultimate strength 50  MPa 

 
This choice for a simpler model, rather than bilinear isotropic model (BIH) was done for 

avoiding excessive complexity as a first step on a series of iterations. Solid part of the insert 

was modeled using hexaedrical, eight-node elements, referred by the software as SOLID164 

elements (seen on Figure 4.6).  

 

Figure 4.6. SOLID164 element [107]. 
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For the FEA analysis, an adaptive timestep ∆𝑡 was used, with an initial size of 0.05 s, and a 

variable range of 0.05-0.1 s 

The overall volume is compressed 3 mm in the dimension of the axis, equivalent to 25% of 

the initial length. It starts at 0.1 s and develops completely at 0.9 s. The complete simulation 

time is of 1 s. The compression ratio was chosen as more moderate compressions did not 

had the desired effects. 

FEA results were divided on fluid-related and solid- related. Table 4.2 resumes the former, 

along with some statistics about discretization 

Table 4.2. Fluid finite element analysis statistics. 

 Parameter Model A Model B Model C  

Gas nodes 1324 5556 48377 # 

Gas elements 605 27667 226550 # 

Initial Gas 
Volume 

516.61 6533.81 2152.79 𝑚𝑚3 

Final Gas 
Volume 

437.16 1004.90 331.10 𝑚𝑚3 

Final Gas 
Pressure 

119.65 123.80 154.13 KPa 

Gas volume 
reduction 

15.38% 18.92% 34.31%  

Pressure growth 18.09% 22.19% 52.12%  

 

As seen on previous Table, gas volume within the insert is reduced during compression. On 

the other hand, gas pressure rises (Figure 4.7) from the initial value, equivalent to the 

atmospheric pressure nominal value of 101,325 Pa 
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Figure 4.7. Pressure change on Model A insert. 

 

Following the ideal gas law (Eq. 22) 𝑃𝑉 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇 (4.22) 

 The product of pressure and volume must remain constant. The value calculated at the 

beginning for the constant PV is 0.05305 𝑃𝑎(𝑚3) for Model A, 0.66199 for model B and 

0.218124 for model C. Estimated error in three cases is less than 1.00% 

Figure 4.8 shows that pressure is evenly distributed on the inner fluid. 
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Figure 4.8. Final pressure on Model C insert. 

 

Solid-related results are expressed on Table 4.3 and Figure 4.9. In this case, available results 

are strain and von Mises stress. 

Table 4.3. Solid finite element analysis statistics. 

Statistics Model A Model B Model C Units 
Solid nodes 3709 5574 23709 # 

Solid elements 2048 3130 14236 # 
Maximum strain 0.1467 0.135226 0.3882 mm/mm 

Maximum von Mises 
stress 

29340.0 148.7 427.0 MPa 
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Figure 4.9. Stress on solid part of Model C.  

 

These results reveal some serious problems. Maximum von Mises stress exceeds by orders 

of magnitude the breaking stress of polyethylene (50 MPa). Linear approximation done with 

constitutive equations is not valid anymore. This problem is inherent to the problem 

formulation. Any other material model for the solid part of insert would have similar results.  

 

4.5 Discussion on fluid damping  

Even when the idea of a damping fluid inside a TAA prosthesis design seemed at 

first feasible, the rise of certain complications during development and the obtained negative 

results obligate for abandoning this approach. Even so, some discussions about the root 

causes of this failure are explored. 

As a primeval idea, the use of a liquid (water, synovial fluid), a gas (air) or a mixture of both 

as a damping fluid were equally considered. On the first cases, viscous damping was 

expected, caused by energy losses as they occur in a fluid forced through a series of small 

openings inside the inner chamber of the cylinder base. The use of multiple chambers was 
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attempted in order to provide more interaction surface among fluid and solid components of 

the intended prototype. However, this was not assured for the use of a liquid phase, turning 

interest on gas as a damping fluid. 

Ideal gas assumption was made as a preferred approximation for simplicity on the concept 

testing. Human body has a very limited range of temperature (36.1-37.2 ºC) [129], so 

temperature effects on fluid behavior were discarded. Pressure changes were considered of 

more importance, as the lower limb is subject to variable loads on relatively short amounts 

of time. Future additional effects on prosthesis sterilization should also be explored. 

The use of magnetorheological damping fluids has been tested on knee prosthesis [130], to 

cope with the same fundamental problems of excessive loading and gait pattern alteration. 

However, the main difference with TAA prosthesis is that the former device is not implanted 

inside the body, as is the project case, and thus the materials are not subject to the necessities 

of biocompatibility, and the possibility of corrective maintenance is kept. 

The use of elastomers or rubber-like materials as a capsule rather than UHMWPE seems 

more practical, as evaluated on the initial simulation results. In contrast, ankle conditions 

surrounding the intended damping device and material limitations for TAA prosthesis were 

determinant for the search for new approaches on energy dissipation. 

 

4.6 Negative stiffness damping  

As the previous approach was not successful, other damping options should be 

considered. The second approach is referred to the use of negative stiffness. 

Negative stiffness is understood as the occurrence of a force in the same direction as the 

imposed deformation in a certain element, in contrast with the usual phenomena [131-

132]. This can be explained as most of these elements have been previously buckled or 

strained, thus they store internal energy, assisting rather than resisting deformation [133].  
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It is known that heterogeneous systems with one constituent of negative stiffness are 

predicted to give rise to high damping and stiffness [134]. The use of this kind of dampers 

has been mostly applied on vibration control [135-136], being commercially available for 

several years [137].  

These characteristics have been of interest in such applications as damping and vibration 

control [131, 133]. Some previous attempts to apply negative stiffness on orthopedics had 

been attempted as a mean to better stiffness tenability on prosthetic limbs [138-140], 

diminishing the applied energy amount on them in search for safe and comfortable operation.  

The use of a cell pattern with negative stiffness, however, has not been yet reported for these 

biomedical applications.  

Previous work by Correa et. al. [141-142] was focused on the use of a slender bar in a 

post-buckled “S” shape constrained laterally to give stability at a unique position 

becoming the base of a cell pattern structure (Figure 4.10) capable of restitution after a 

large deformation.  

 

Figure 4.10. Cell structure. 
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Curve shape is given by the Eq. 4.26 

𝑤(𝑥) = ℎ2 [1 − 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝜋 𝑥𝑙 )] (4.23) 

The generated curve has only one stable position when deformed [141-142], creating the 

desired effect of negative stiffness and allowing its following recovering. 

Preliminary 2D test were used to ensure the correct work of the structure simulation. 

Dimensions of the 2D structure were based on the aforementioned works of Correa [141-

142]. For simulation boundary conditions of this 2D model, the bottom edge of the structure 

is kept fixed, and a frictionless contact between block and structure is added.  

Considering the effects of its intended displacement, contact regions between the curved 

beams edges were added. The existence of large deformations and self-contact within the 

structure turns the problem into a non-linear case, despite the material model used [107]. 

Table 4.4 shows the adjusted material constitutive model on Chapter 03. 

Table. 4.4. BIH material model properties. 

Parameter Value Units 
Young Modulus 289.00 MPa 

Poisson ratio 0.46 --- 

Tangent modulus 14.15 MPa 

Yielding stress 95.00 MPa 

 

Using the verified symmetry for a better use of computational resources, the model is divided 

in half, and a condition of symmetry is defined. Then, a square block was built above the 

model, in order to simulate a falling object that will compress the structure (see Figure 4.11). 
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Figure 4.11. 2D half-structure with falling block model . 
 

Domain discretization was realized with PLANE 162, a 2D explicit planar solid element 

type.  

ANSYS Explicit STR solver is used for explicit dynamics solution; which is based on a 

Lagrangian formulation of ANSYS AUTODYN solver [107].  The equilibrium equation 

system is solved using the central differential method. Accelerations at time t are given by 

Eq. 4.24 {𝑎𝑡} = [𝑀]−1([𝐹𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡] − [𝐹𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑡]) (4.24) 

Nonlinearities such as contact are included on the internal force vector. Velocities and 

displacements are evaluated with Eq. 4.25 and 4.26 

{𝑉𝑡+∆𝑡 2⁄ } = {𝑉𝑡−∆𝑡 2⁄ } + {𝑎𝑡}∆𝑡𝑡 (4.25) {𝑢𝑡+∆𝑡} = {𝑢𝑡} + {𝑉𝑡+∆𝑡 2⁄ }∆𝑡𝑡+∆𝑡 (4.26) 

Geometry is update by adding the displacement increments to the initial geometry [107].  

 The equations become uncoupled and can be solved directly. This solution is stable if time 

step is smaller than critical step size [143]. 
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Used time step was of 2.5 milliseconds, up to a total simulated time of 50 milliseconds. 

The speed of the block before and after impact was taken as a direct measure of the energy 

absorbed [144]. In this case, the initial block speed (at t = 0 s) is assigned directly. The final 

block speed (at t= 5e-02 s) is obtained from the last set of simulation results. Absolute values 

are used. 

Applying the software capabilities of parametric design, five different initial block speeds 

were used on this preliminary test, the matching results are shown on Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5. Reduction of speed for a block falling over an energy absorbing 2D 
structure. 

Initial block speed 
(m/s) 

Final block 
speed (m/s) 

Reduction percentage 
of kinetic energy 

0.875 0.503 66.95% 

1.0 0.810 34.39% 

1.125 0.420 86.06% 

1.250 0.544 81.00% 
 

 

4.7 Negative stiffness approach 

With these positive results, two options for shock absorption patterns were proposed 

mostly based on the original design, with a heavy change on scale and array in order to 

develop an energy absorption system with a feasible use on biomechanics, particularly on 

prosthesis design. These 3D models are now labeled as Model A and Model B (as seen on 

Figures 4.12 and 4.13). 
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Figure 4.12. Model A original configuration. 

 

Figure 4.13. Model B original configuration. 
 

Each one has a different approach, using a linear and a radial array. For comparison and 

intended application purposes, each model was surrounded by a thin cylindrical wall of 0.2 

mm of thickness. This configuration affected specially the final geometry of some 

honeycomb cells on Model A (Figure 4.14). 
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Figure 4.14. Model A modified configuration. 
 

From the 2D analysis, it is reasonable to expect behavior symmetry for Model A. The 

assumption is made for Model B. 

For computational efficiency during simulation, each modified model was reduced to a 

symmetrical half, as seen in Figure 4.15.  

 

Figure 4.15. Tested computational models for each simulation. 
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Material properties of these 3D models are shared with the original PE 2D structure, and the 

same stress limits apply. 

For boundary conditions, the bottom surface of the cylindrical wall was fixed, in addition to 

the symmetry condition. 

During the early 3D tests, it was found that each falling block needed to give a single uniform 

impact on the upper surface of the structure to avoid inertial side effects and side pandering.  

This was achieved by giving the falling block the same maximum width than the tested 

structures, which are close but not fully identical due their different conformations. Thus, 

the mass for each impacting block is slightly different.  As the comparison of kinetic energy 

loss for each block is given on percentage values, this should not be a concerning issue for 

energy absorption evaluation.  

Frictionless contacts were added on each of the curved beams horizontal surfaces, as these 

are responsible of negative stiffness effects.  

Finite element SOLID164 was used in both models, with a tetrahedral dominant shape in 

structure [107].  

The overall dimensions, calculated mass and the characteristic of the meshing are listed on 

Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6. Dimensions and meshing characteristics of tested models. 

 Model A Model B Units 
Maximum width* 14.20 12.72 mm 

Maximum height* 10.20 12 mm 

Maximum depth* 14.20 12.72 mm 

Beam height (h) 0.68 0.68 mm 

Beam length (l) 6.34 6.10 mm 

Beam thickness (θ) 1.7 0.69 mm 

Volume 152.6 176.66 mm³ 

Mass 1.449E-04 1.678 E-04 kg 

Number of nodes (meshing) 7424 10196 -- 

Number of elements (meshing) 20871 28782 -- 

*Dimensions referred to the symmetrical half models shown on Figure 4.15 
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As these models were expected to be more rigid, the speed for test was increased to 10 m/s, 

giving the block much more kinetic energy, thus allowing for a better observance of the 

speed reduction. As the objective of simulation is to test the overall concept the choice of 

magnitude change is arbitrary high in order to have a robust design. 

The change on block speed also allows the use of a smaller time step of 1.5 milliseconds, 

and a shorter simulation time length of 5 milliseconds. 

During the result review, it was noticed that the block speed decreased consistently after the 

contact with the structure until it reached a minimum, (minimal block speed) coincident with 

the structure maximum deformation. After that point, the structure restitutes itself while the 

block experiments acceleration until it reached a stable value until the end of simulation 

(final block speed).  Consequently, it should be assumed that some energy stored in the 

structure is transferred back to the block during contact.  

Table 4.7 shows the summary of results for the efficiency of energy absorption. 

Table 4.7. Energy absorption results. 

 Model A Model B Units 
Block mass 6.498e-04 5.586 e-04 kg 

Initial block speed 10 10 m/s 

Minimal block speed 4.606 2.758 m/s 

Time of minimal 
block speed 

2.5e-04 5.0e-04 s 

Final block speed 6.933 5.410 m/s 

Percentage of kinetic 
energy absorbed in 
structure 

78.784% 92.39 % -- 

Percentage of kinetic 
energy loss in block 

51.933% 70.73 % -- 

 

No issues on numerical stability were found.  

For evaluation of percentage of kinetic energy absorption into the structure and the final loss 

of the block, the calculated speeds were used in Eq. 5, as reported with the 2D model. 

However, the amount of energy stored in the structure was estimated form the minimal block 

speed instead (Eq. 6)   
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Both designs have similar results in terms on proportional kinetic energy reduction. 

However, as seen by the minimal speed of the block at the time of the maximal structural 

compression, Model B absorbs more energy at the time of impact, albeit it returned to the 

block, acting as a spring. 

However, the material limitations should now be considered.  It must be addressed that for 

Model A, an additional condition of symmetry is used to show only a quarter of the original 

model on subsequent Figures for a clearer interpretation.  

Model B is fully shown as it was solved, but with a symmetry plane view rather than an 

isometric one for a better comprehension of each variable distribution. 

In both models, the deformation is concentrated on the top of the cylinder and the 

surrounding parts of the energy absorption structure (Figures 4.16-4.17). The inner structural 

array tends to be compressed on the upper section, with little effect on the lower part. 

 

 

Figure 4.16. Maximum deformation of Model A. 
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Figure 4.17. Maximum deformation of Model B. 
 

However, as it is seen on Figure 4.18, for Model A, strain is also concentrated on the middle 

section of the surrounding wall. The same effect is lessened on Model B, as seen on Figure 

4.19. 

 

Fig. 4.18 Maximum equivalent strain of Model A. 

 

Fig. 4.19 Maximum equivalent strain of Model B. 
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Stress results are of great concern, as they give the limits of the safe operation of the energy 

absorption structure. Results are shown on Figures 4.20 and 4.21. 

 

Fig. 4.20 Maximum equivalent stress of Model A. 

 

 

Fig. 4.21 Maximum equivalent stress of Model B. 

For better clarity, Table 4.8 shows the maximum deformation, equivalent strain and 

equivalent von Mises stress obtained on each model during the simulation. 

Table 4.8. Mechanical performance results. 

 Model A Model B Units 
Maximum 
deformation 

1.2836 3.1112 mm 

Maximum strain 0.57326 0.2968 mm/mm 

Maximum stress 14.376 25.945 MPa 
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The obtained results show that some zones of the Model B are subject to high levels of stress, 

far beyond the established yielding limits, clearly putting the structure in a risky zone of 

operation and compromising its long.-term integrity. In summary, Model B is not operative 

on the established safety strain and stress limits.  

By contrast, Model A does work as intended, and its application for a future development 

for energy absorption on prosthesis is feasible. 

 

4.8 Discussion on negative stiffness 

Being derived from a previous dissertation, there is much more available information 

for the development, use and effectiveness of a negative-stiffness honeycomb array as a 

source of mechanical damping. In this case, the focus lays on the possible application of this 

solution for a TAA prosthesis. 

The first step for the possible implementation on a prosthesis prototype is scalation of the 

honeycomb design. As this was available for the CAD design, the only real limitation for 

the smallest proposed size is the availability of adequate manufacturing tools for the thinnest 

beam sections (0.69 mm for Model B, according to Table 4.6). 

Chosen material model was crucial for concluding the operability of both designs. Previous 

development on this work, using the assumption of small (5%) strain and a linear elastic 

model as shown on Chapter 3. These material properties gave excessive stress values for the 

structure, surpassing the UHMWPE yielding stress [145]. Material model was also found to 

be invalid above said value. The use of the bilinear isotropic hardening (BIH) model 

corrected this wrong assumption.  

As seen on the simulation results, interaction with the wall and the honeycomb array 

represented an unintended side effect. The purpose of these addition was to avoid structure 

buckling and load transmission on horizontal direction, situation that would represent an 

overload on the ankle joint and surrounding ligaments and soft tissues.   In direct contrast, 

FEA results indicate that this wall interference can be vital in the desired damping effect. As 
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the polymeric should be inserted on the sacrifice component of the TAA prosthesis, this 

effect cannot be assured. 

However, in a different context, this polymer honeycomb array can be used in other kind of 

orthopedic applications, such as external prosthesis intended for amputees, as the TAA 

restrictions are not the same. 

 

4.9 Chapter conclusions 

The search for a damping mechanism for extending the useful life of sacrifice 

components of TAA prosthesis led to the proposal of two fundamental mechanisms: use of 

a damping fluid and a structure with negative stiffness. Both approaches were tested on FEA 

analysis. 

UHMWPE mechanical properties are not easily mimicked on simulation .However, with 

both cell pattern structures tested on compression and no thermal effects taken on account, 

linear elastic material model constitutes an obligated first reference point and the bilinear 

isotropic hardening material model is a good approximation to material behavior within 

these operative conditions.  

The use of a surrounding wall on fluid damping and negative stiffness inserts original 

configuration was intended to avoid UHMWPE debris dispersion, which has been linked 

with joint prosthesis loosening. However, in the first case, the damping fluid cannot act 

unless the solid insert structure is damaged until the point of fracture. For the second case, 

this wall has a role as a stress concentrating zone and diminishes the damping effect of the 

negative stiffness beam structure. This situation is exacerbated as the inserts would have had 

to work inside a restricted position inside the ankle joint. 

In resume, the fluid damping option was found not feasible for an internal insert. However, 

the idea of an inner structure inside the sacrifice component of TAA prosthesis was found 

as a practicable option, with some major adjustments. 
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It should be noticed that boundary conditions for simulation were chosen to have the most 

generic approach, more intended to test the overall concept rather than a fully functional 

prosthesis design; a better option would be the use of geometry and conditions closer to the 

ankle joint operation with said approach of a simpler inner structure. 
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Chapter 5- Tested prosthesis design  

 

Previous chapters have dealt with material characterization and different solution proposals 

for the main objective of the project.  

As previous input and certain references have suggested, UHMWPE wear in prosthesis could 

be lessened with implementation of internal gaps inside the sacrifice component structure.  

This focus was finally selected as the main approach in the search for a solution for a new 

TAA prosthesis design. 

Early and modern design considerations were overviewed on theoretical approach on a 

benchmarking of the different TAA prosthesis. The implications for each design choice on 

tibial, talar and sacrifice component are justified 

Using a 3D printer, a rapid prototype is elaborated. The corresponding model will used as 

input for a posterior finite element analysis (FEA) on the following chapter. 

  

5.1. Introduction 

The first reference to TAA dates from 1970, by Lord and Marrote using an inverted 

hip shaft inside the tibia and an acetabular cup cemented in the calcaneus, completely 

removing the talus [146]. However, the novel procedure had a worse and more unpredictable 

output than ankle arthrodesis, being relegated during many years. 

 Since then, designs have been proposed more in accordance with anatomical reality, as the 

understanding of ankle joint biomechanics has increased (Figure 5.1). TAA has gained 

relevance as reliable surgical technique for advanced cases of osteoarthritis and other related 

diseases [14].   

Some favorable trends for TAA prosthesis performance include the use of non-constrained, 

three element mobile-bearing implants, non-cemented bone fixation, and surgeon 

specialization [14]. 
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Figure 5.1. Evolution of TAA prosthesis design [14] 

 

One limit to the scope of this work is that design will focus exclusively on TAA prosthesis, 

without consideration of all the required tibial and talar for preparing bones for receipt of 

orthopedic prostheses, and the linked surgical procedure. 

 

5.2. Basic anatomical references 

Computer Aided Design (CAD) can be defined as the use of computers to aid in the 

creation, modification, analysis, or optimization of a design [147]. Its role is crucial as its 

general implementation on many engineering fields has allowed for faster, more accurate 

and cheaper results  

Since the anatomy of individuals is variable, a minimum and maximum range that is 

compatible with most of the target population must be estimated. In fact, the practice defined 

for commercial prostheses is to have different sizes [148] that meet this variation, with the 

surgeon adjusting cut and alignment depending on the patient preoperative state [149]. 

Personification is another recent trend on prosthesis design. Recent development in 3D 
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printing technology and robot assisted surgeries will be of relevance orthopedic devices 

industry in future [150]. 

In order to obtain some guidelines about prosthesis size, it is suggested to stick to the 

dimensions of the three-dimensional CAD model for the bones of the lower limb, seen on 

Figure 5.2:  

 

Figure 5.2 Lower limb CAD model [21]. 

 

Although the obtention of CAD model is not explained, it is inferred that it came from a 

patient scanning. Dimensions of the model (on millimeters) are consistent with the 

references for a right male leg osseous structure [151]. All bones were modeled as irregular 

solids, excepting tibia and fibula, which are only surfaces and were fixed for design 

purposes.   

Approaches to the tibiotalar joint show that although it is irregular, some reference 

dimensions can be obtained. Note in Figure 5.3 that the surfaces are not completely 

congruent, as it would happen under unhealthy joint conditions [152]. 
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Figure 5.3. Maximum design dimensions for TAA prosthesis. Frontal view. 

 

A distance of 35.49 mm in horizontal (red line), 6.59 mm in vertical (green line) between 

the highest points of the talus that is n in the joint is observed in the image. 

The side view on Figure 5.4 also shows the overlap area between the tibia and the talus. 

There is a maximum length of 31.38 mm in horizontal (blue line), and 4.80 mm in vertical 

(green line). 

 

Figure 5.4. Maximum design dimensions for TAA prosthesis. External lateral view. 

 

With a prosthesis general shape approximation as a rectangular prism, the maximum 

permissible dimensions for the tibia-sacrificial anchor-talus anchor assembly can be 

obtained.  
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As TAA involves the extirpation and replacement of this anatomical reality, a concept of 

polymeric insert must adhere to these dimensions, if what is sought is equivalent 

functionality. Subjacent functioning principle should be scalable, and of feasible 

manufacture. 

The new proposed design description will be referenced by the natural subdivisions of 

sacrifice, tibial and talar components.  

 

5.3. Sacrifice component 

Even when other material alternatives have been searched and tested, regular and 

highly crosslinked UHMWPE pieces are still a sizeable majority of available prosthesis, and 

the established standard material for joint replacement [153], as seen on Chapter 02. 

The general design for this crucial component followed the major radius curvature on 

astragalus upper surface, as seen on Figure 5.5.  

 

Figure 5.5. Major curvature ratio on astragalus upper surface. 

 

This external configuration was kept even when size, damping mechanism and idea of 

interaction with the metallic elements of TAA prosthesis varied with time. 

The main possibilities for talar subjoint contact are illustrated on Figures 5.6 and 5.7. 
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Figure 5.6. TAA congruent surfaces: spherical, sphenoidal, conical, cylindrical [14]. 
 

Figure 5.7. TAA incongruent surfaces: trochlear, convex-convex [14]. 

 

Congruent surfaces in the designed implants are of high importance, since the implemented 

load is distributed along the entire surface, increasing its wear resistance in the component. 

The main drawback of these configurations is the lack of lateral movements for ankle joint 

Inconsistent surfaces generate stress concentrations due to the contact between the designed 

surfaces, this incongruence in the design causes premature wear on the components and 

instability; however, these are closer in degrees of freedom to the original joint [14]. 

It was stated on Chapter 04 the early attempts for finding a viable damping mechanism. For 

the definitive approach, a previous patent concession, Shock absorbing system for knee and 

hip prosthesis [154] has suggested that UHMWPE wear in prosthesis should be lessened 

with implementation of internal gaps.  The main contribution of this design is its application 

on a complete TAA prosthesis model.   

For the first geometry proposals for the sacrificial element (Figure 5.8), the disposition of 

the solid and hollow spaces had been estimated by trial and error. 
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Figure 5.8. Sample of early sacrifice component geometry stress state. 

 

This early models were tested on a linear static FEA analysis, with a linear elastic (LE) 

constitutive model with Young modulus 𝐸 = 256 𝑀𝑃𝑎 and Poisson ratio 𝜈 = 0.46. This 

previous insight was promptly replaced with the definitive bilinear isotropic hardening (BIH) 

model obtained in Chapter 3. 

A better method for defining the inner geometry was considered, using a shape optimization 

tool for a more systematic and design exploration. 

From a commercial shape optimizer module on ANSYS® [107], application on the basic 

sacrifice component shape, a regular matrix of twelve prismatic cavities was proposed as the 

inner structure basic configuration.  

An important detail that was observed was that the Shape Optimizer module of ANSYS 15® 

only worked with materials with a Poisson ratio value between 0.1 to 0.4; UHMWPE is out 

of reach (0.46) [107]. However, it was run with a reduction of the polyethylene modulus 

(0.40). Later versions of the software did not have this limitation and results were 

qualitatively similar, validating previous findings. 

As seen on Figure 5.9, the simplest approach was to use the silhouette of the central part of 

the original geometry of the sacrificial element to perform a 2D analysis. Plane square 
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elements of 0.5 mm of edge were used for the numerical solution. For border conditions the 

lower edge was fixed and the upper one was subject to a simple load of 3500 N in vertical 

component, equivalent to the maximum axial force experimented by ankle joint during gait 

[155] 

 

Figure 5.9. 2D silhouette for sacrifice component optimization. 

 

The red zones on the illustration show the dispensable elements on the structure [107], with 

the focus on borderline and central zones. Similar results were obtained with 3D geometries 

and tetrahedral elements. 

The general shape of sacrifice element remained almost unchanged. The main differences 

with advanced design were related to its interaction with tibial and talar components.   

Definitive model is shown on Figure 5.10. 
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a) Isometric view 

 

 

b) External lateral view c) Frontal view 

 

 

d) Upper view e) Bottom view 

Figure 5.10.  Sacrifice component.  
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Additional to the curve shape, it can be observed the existence of a peg on upper face. This 

mechanical anchorage allows sacrifice component alignment with tibial component. Tibial 

component is fixed to sacrifice component with a pocket, having limited displacement. 

However, it can slide above talar component following the plantar flexion movement of the 

feet [20].  

 On the inferior face, a guide is intended to align with talar component. In contrasts, this will 

give only one degree of freedom for the inferior contact zone.  

Inner structuring of sacrifice component is evident on Figure 5.11. Symmetrical planes were 

intersected to the piece in order to show the twelve gaps inside of it: 

 

a) Isometric view 
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b) Lateral cross-section c) Transverse cross-section 

 

d) Frontal cross-section 

Figure 5.11. Inner structure of sacrifice component [156]. 

 

5.4. Tibial component 

With sacrifice component geometry defined, the other components must be adapted 

to it and also to the corresponding attached bone. First one is tibial component, seen on 

Figure 5.12 below. 
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Figure 5.12. Tibial component. Isometric view. 

 

The main body of the tibial component itself has a prismatic shape, with a flat upper face as 

well as the anterior, posterior, internal and external face. The inner face has a marked 

cylindrical concavity with a uniform radius. 

It is observed in the upper part of the tibial component a spur of oblong shape, with a circular 

base that decreases its perimeter until a final rounding that allows its anchoring to the tibia 

itself (Figure 5.13). This surface can be subjected to a surface treatment to increase its 

roughness. 

From previous information, it has been found that non-cemented anchorage with a non-

constant axial width was helpful for avoiding loosening on TAA prosthesis [157]. Therefore, 

tibial component was designed with a fixation steam, characteristic also seen on commercial 

prosthesis such as Mobility™ [158] or INBONE® [159].  Steam longitude was reduced to 

avoid an excessive penetration, potentially detrimental for fixation [160]. 
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a) External lateral view b) Frontal view 

 

 

c) Upper view d) Bottom view 

Figure 5.13. Tibial component.  

 

It is evident from the top view in the Figure that the spur itself is in symmetry with respect 

to the sagittal plane but is more aligned to the part of the tibiotalar joint rather than feet. This 

is clearer on full assemble. 

During implantation the component is laterally restricted by the internal malleolus and the 

fibula. As mispositioning of the implant leads to gaps between bone and implant, and 

increased chances of micromotion and loosening [161], it was found an additional reason for 

using only one peg for tibial component anchorage. 

In the lower part of the tibial component there is a cylindrical cavity that allows the partial 

anchoring of the sacrificial component, although it gives a certain rotation freedom on the 

plane parallel to the ground.  
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It must be addressed that most of the commercially available TAA prosthesis have metal-

alloy components, being cobalt-chromium (CoCr) the most common, although other 

biocompatible materials such as stainless steel or titanium alloys are available [162]  Even 

attempts on using a polymer tougher than UHMWPE have been registered [163] in an 

attempt to use a material with a density closer to the one of the human bone and reducing 

sacrifice component wear. 

 

5.5. Talar component 

Figure 5.14. Talar component. Isometric view. 

 

The talar element (Figure 5.14) consists of a convex cylindrical surface, congruent 

with the corresponding concave surface of the sacrificial component. Use of a spherical 

geometry in the talar was tested avoid stress concentrators while keeping lateral movement 

on TAA prosthesis. However, some instability was reported for that kind of designs [14]. 

The asseveration is supported by FEA model sliding instances. 

 A guide is present on its upper surface for good alignment, fundamental for a successful 

intervention [14,15]. So, lateral movement limitation is expected in exchange for better 

stability. Talar component is fixed to the talus with a steam on the bottom surface (Figure 

5.15). 
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a) External lateral view b) Frontal view 

 

c) Upper view d) Frontal view 

Figure 5.15. Talar component 

 

As it happened with the tibial component, a single spur is used for a better possibility of 

alignment during surgical intervention. Even so, many existent prosthesis have multiple 

anchorage points [161], with certain inclination such as Vantage® [164] or both as Infinity™ 

[148] Total Ankle Systems. 

Reports of a massive talar component on TAA prosthesis show that this condition can be 

detrimental in case of a severely damaged bone. In some cases, it is preferable to remove the 

complete talus and use an artificial substitute of the overall bone [14], or the use of a custom 

made talar component [165] 
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5.6. Prosthesis final assemble 

 The final appearance of TAA prosthesis is shown on Figure 5.16. The 

proposed design has maximum dimensions of 49.48 mm in height, 38.48 mm in width and 

39.00 mm in depth trying to preserve the physiological dimensions of the joint. Semi 

translucent sacrifice component appearance is for sake of showing the inner structure. 

 
 

Figure 5.16. TAA prosthesis assemble. Isometric view. 

 

Figure 5.17 shows other views of the full assemble. 

 

a) External lateral view 
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b) Frontal view 

Figure 5.17. Full assemble for TAA prosthesis.  

 

This CAD model will be used for a FEA analysis on conditions closer to the physiological 

ones on the next chapter.  

As it has been established for TAA [14] ostectomy of tibia and astragalus is needed for 

prosthesis implementation. From the same CAD model, needed bone section for prothesis 

implanting on tibia and astragalus (Figures 5.18 and 5.19) 

  

a) External lateral view b) Frontal view 
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c) Upper view 

Figure 5.18. Needed bone extirpation for tibial component fixing. 

 

 

 

a) External lateral view b) Frontal view 
 

c) Upper view 

Figure 5.19. Needed bone extirpation for talar component fixing. 

 

Final situation of the prosthesis within ankle joint is shown clearly on Figure 5.20 
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a) External lateral view 
 

b) Frontal view 

Figure 5.20. Implantation of TAA prosthesis in joint [16]. 
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5.1. Rapid prototyping 

Additive manufacturing – also known as 3D printing- is a manufacturing technique 

in which structures are made by the addition of thousands of minuscule layers which 

combine to create the product [166]. 

As a CAD sketch is produced, the additive manufacturing equipment reads in data from the 

CAD file and lays downs or adds successive layers of liquid, powder, sheet material or other, 

in a layer-upon-layer fashion to fabricate a 3D object [166]. 

In this case, even when it will be ill-suited for mechanical tests, a rapid prototype was built 

for assuring the TAA prosthesis intended behavior. 

A Makerbot ™ Replicator equipment found on Universidad de Guanajuato- DICIS was used 

for building of the presented TAA prosthesis model (Figure 5.21) 

 

Figure 5.21. Makerbot ™ Replicator [167]. 

 

Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) was the thermoplastic of use. Tibial and talar 

components (Figure 5.22) were printed with 50% of density. Sacrifice component (Figure 

5.23) was printed with a 100% density and in translucent material 
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Figure 5.22. 3D printing of the rapid prototype. Tibial and talar components. 

 

 

Figure 5.23. 3D printing of the rapid prototype. Sacrifice components. 

 

The complete rapid prototype assemble is shown on Figure 5.24. 
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Figure 5.24. Rapid prototype of the assemble. 

 

Even with a different, rougher material, model movement of sacrifice and talar component 

was smooth. Tibial and sacrifice component remained mostly fixed to each other. 

The use of a rapid prototype also allowed for a glimpse of future solutions for the fabrication 

on design materials. Additive‐manufacturing allows for creation of custom‐made prosthesis 

by laser‐melting metal powders layer‐by‐layer. TAA is particularly suitable for this progress 

because of the limited number of sizes and the poor bone stock [168]. 

 

5.2. Discussion 

Main contribution of this section is the ideation of a full assemble ready for testing 

on a Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The reason for most recent TAA prosthesis designs not 

being an automatic choice of treatment  is  a  result  of  the  strict  indications  for surgery  

alongside  the  relatively high reported clinical failure rates [169]. The implementation of 

simulation should foresee possible issues as possible. 
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Insight on previous designs, taken decisions on deviations on anatomical geometry, material 

choice, building and effectiveness reviewed on Chapter 1 were broken down on each 

component of TAA prosthesis on a modular focus development. 

As it has been earlier explored, the sacrifice component is the most susceptible to failure. 

The project is mostly oriented to the bettering of it. Being limited on material selection for 

its build (surgical grade UHMWPE), a search for a structural solution for stress diminishing 

and redistribution has been chosen. 

Use of optimization tools has been previously used on other prosthetic applications, with the 

main goals of reduction of stress concentrations at the interface between bone and these 

devices [170]. Although the initial design took distance from the anatomical geometry, this 

focus is deliberate, in order to provide better stability to the TAA prosthesis complex. 

The scope of this thesis is made on design and study of polymeric component of the TAA 

prosthesis. It is assumed that effects of stress on metallic components’ structure is rather 

neglectable in terms of possible failure. However, the interaction of this components and the 

adjacent bones should be explored.  

Chosen single anchorage on design, may not be the optimum approach for a better support. 

In contrast, the former disposition of a single beam allows for a quick and correct alignment 

of inserted components of TAA, a key condition for a successful intervention.  

Rapid manufacturing was used to generate a physical model, albeit one in a material with 

different mechanical properties. However, while the model stability and devised degrees of 

freedom could be confirmed with this prototype. Concerning future manufacturing of a better 

suited prototype 3D printing on UHMWPE has been tested on similar applications [171], 

and the possibility for manufacturing tibial and talar component in other biocompatible 

materials remains open.  
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5.3. Chapter conclusions 

Generation of an energy absorbing system inside TAA prosthesis is proposed to 

extend its structural life and diminishing adverse effects. In this development, a new 

prosthesis geometry design with internal damping structure is proposed. 

Developed TAA model was defined as a three-element, congruent, with one anchorage point 

for tibia and other for talus. Material assigned for its construction were surgical grade 

UHMWPE for sacrifice component and a metallic alloy for the remaining ones. This 

constitution is typical for most orthopedic prosthesis designs. 

About the inner built for sacrifice component, software for shape optimization was used 

among with trial and error developments, testing the isolated component under the maximum 

measured load for ankle joint during gait. 

In order to evaluate the results, a CAD model is ready for a complete FEA analysis in 

working conditions closer to the ones on the ankle joint. 

As a side project, a rapid prototype version of the TAA prosthesis was made. This gave an 

input on how the prothesis will work, even when its material properties differ significantly. 
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Chapter 6- Finite element analysis of ankle joint prosthesis   

 

On the previous chapters, after many iterations, an ankle joint prosthesis model with an inner 

hollow structure for the sacrifice component was fully developed. In this section, it will be 

tested on a finite element analysis (FEA). For this end, material models and properties 

obtained on preceding development were used. 

A set of physiological load conditions for ankle joint are applied for simulation. Results are 

focused on total displacement, strain, safety factors and equivalent stress. Performance of 

structured prosthesis is compared among a solid proposal and literature findings for market-

available prosthesis.  

Findings suggest that the proposed design can be operated safely on all simulated cases. 

Stress distribution is changed with the use of an inner structure and is susceptible for 

improvement. 

 

1.1. Introduction 

Finite element analysis (FEA) is a numerical method for solving engineering 

problems by means of its formulation as a system of algebraic equations [172]. FEA is 

particularly suited for structural analysis, as it allows the study of complex geometries, focus 

on local effects and the use of dissimilar material properties [143].  

One of the earliest (1972) applications of FEA to orthopedic biomechanics was the 

evaluation of stresses in human bones [173]. Since then, it has been used for a variety of 

analysis on musculoskeletal system, particularly the interaction of cartilage on contact 

surface [174-176]. Healthy and affected ankle joint tissues conformation and operation had 

also been examined on FEA [177], with significantly useful insight of its mechanics that 

correlate with experimental studios, especially for stress distribution on joint surface 

[22,178-180]. 
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With this precedents, market-available TAA prosthesis had been tested with FEA, isolated 

or in comparison, such as Zenith™ [181], Agility™ [182-184] and STAR™ [183,185] 

BOX® [186], Mobility™ [161,184] and SALTO® [161,162], looking fundamentally for 

micromovement, stress distribution and wear. Cited works were positively correlated with 

experimental tests in most of the cases. 

This focus on simulation can give a partial validation or allowing for a more convenient 

analysis for the previously developed prosthesis designs, within reasonable material and time 

limitations. 

 

6.2 Chapter nomenclature 

n
F  

Normal force on node 

t
F  

Tangential force on node 

n
k  

Normal stiffness 

t
k  

Tangential stiffness 

p
x  Penetrating distance 

s
x  

Sliding distance 

  Augmented Lagrange term 𝜎𝑖𝑗 Component of stress deviation tensor 𝜎𝑣  Von Mises stress 

 

6.3 Preprocessing 

As seen on the previous chapters, the mechanical characterization of medical grade 

UHMWPE probes led to the use of a bilinear isotropic model (BIH) for GUR1050 on 

sacrifice component, with additional data accounting for the fatigue effects on the material. 

By other side, the material properties of the metallic components of the prosthesis design 

were at first considered as a linear material model of structural steel for early design and 
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testing simulations. Later, these were changed for Ti6Al4 alloy, a material with a long 

tradition of use on orthopedics due its low density and excellent corrosion resistance [186]. 

Used properties were referenced by ASM Aerospace Specification Metals Inc [187]  

Table 6.1 summarizes the material properties used in the respective material models. 

Table 6.1. Applied material properties. 

GUR1050 Value Units 

Young Modulus 289.00 MPa 

Poisson Ratio 0.46 --- 

Yield Strength (BIH) 14.15 MPa 

Tangent Modulus (BIH) 95.00 MPa 

Tensile Yield Strength 20.00 MPa 

Compressive Yield Strength 25.00 MPa 

Tensile Ultimate Strength 45.80 MPa 

Compressive Ultimate Strength 39.60 MPa 

Ti6Al4 Value Units 

Young Modulus 113.80 GPa 

Poisson Ratio 0.34 --- 

Tensile Yield Strength 880.00 MPa 

Compressive Yield Strength 970.00 MPa 

Tensile Ultimate Strength 950.00 MPa 

Fatigue Strength 510.00 MPa 
 

6.3.1 Boundary conditions 

The simplest boundary condition available for simulating the ankle load is the 

application of a single axial load. A value of 3650 N was used, based on the maximum load 

applied to the ankle joint during normal gait by a person of 65 kg [29,155], being the 

recommended upper weight limit for a TAA patient [29].  

This value is added to the upper surface of assemble, keeping the bottom end fixed, as it 

would be to the talar bone. However, this was tested only for the reference neutral position, 

with the feet parallel to the floor. 
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A second set of load conditions was taken from previous references [182,188] is thus used 

for further exploration of design reliability. In addition to the main axial load, lateral forces 

and moments are taken in consideration. Details for these loads are recorded on Table 6.2.  

Table 6.2. Ankle loads used as boundary conditions. 

Load conditions 

Reference 
angle on 
working 

plane 
(Degrees) 

Axial 
Load 
(N) 

Antero-
posterior 
Load (N) 

Internal-
External 

Load 
(N) 

Antero-
posterior 
Moment 
(N.mm) 

Simple axial 0 -3650 0 0 0.00 

Neutral 0 -600 -280 150 2.85 

Dorsal flexion -10 -1600 -185 -185 6.20 

Plantar flexion 15 -400 -245 100 -0.10 
 

For the later, three different positions had been named as neutral (original one), maximum 

dorsiflexion and maximum plantar flexion. These were configured on the CAD model, 

following the reference angle on working plane, as the TAA prosthesis will assume these 

during operation. Figure 6.1 shows clearly the different positions. Simple axial shares 

configuration with neutral stance 

   

  

 

a) b) c) 

Figure 6.1 External lateral view of a) neutral b) dorsiflexion c) plantar flexion position.  
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Complementarily, a surface displacement restriction on upper surface of tibial component 

was added on all models for more stability. This effect is justified as direct contact with tibia 

does not allow for rigid rotation of the component. 

In resume, four different sets of boundary conditions are used (with the basic scheme shown 

on Figure 6.2) having a total of eight simulation cases, with both solid and structured 

sacrifice components.  

 

Figure 6.2. a) Applied boundary conditions [156] 

The upper contact of tibial and sacrifice component was considered as bonded, as the 

prosthesis design is semi-constrained. The contact among sacrifice and talar component was 

held as a no-separation one. The difference among these contacts is settled as the former 

does not allow for sliding, while the later does. In both cases the tangential force applied a 

node is governed by the equation (Eq. 6.1): 

t t s
F k x=  (6.1) 

With t
k being the tangential contact stiffness, and s

x , the sliding distance that should tend 

to zero [107]. 
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An augmented Lagrange formulation was added for contact detection.  This is based on 

penalization for penetration. Governing equation (Eq. 6.2) is very similar to (Eq. 6.1), with 

the augmented term  that makes the contact less sensitive for normal stiffness changes 

[107]. 

n n p
F k x = +  (6.2) 

As metallic and polymeric components of the assemble have very different mechanical 

properties, normal stiffness factor n
k is was set to 10, and stiffness is recalculated each 

iteration to ensure numerical stability. reducing penetration. The main drawback of this 

choice was the need of additional iterations for reaching equilibrium, and the possibility of 

bounce on the gap among the pieces in contact [107], especially for the case of plantar 

flexion boundary conditions. 

 6.3.2 Meshing conditions 

Eight-node SOLID145 elements [107] with 1.00 mm of edge were used (Figure 6.3). 

Size choice was settled by a combination of convergence on numerical results and 

computational efficiency.  

 

Figure 6.3. Description of SOLID145 element (ANSYS 15®) [107]. 
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Both hexaedrical and tetraedrical elements could be used for simulation (Figure 6.4). 

Preliminary tests show that hexaedrical elements allow for a more uniform and sparser, less 

time- consuming meshing on solid sacrifice component.  

 

 

a) Solid, hexaedrical b) Structured, hexaedrical 

 

 

c) Solid, tetraedrical d) Structured, tetraedrical 

Figure 6.4. Representative mesh quality.  

However, these advantages are lost for the hollow sacrifice component, and numerical 

convergence tends to instability, so the later were chosen and used for the subsequent 

simulations. 

The number of elements was kept relatively constant, on range of 330,000 elements for solid 

component assembles and 300,000 for structured ones Table 6.3 gives a summary of mesh 

properties. 
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Table 6.3. Summary of mesh properties for simulation cases. 

Sacrifice 
component type 

Boundary 
conditions 

case 

Number 
of nodes 

Number 
of 

elements 
Abbreviation 

Solid 

Simple axial 473475 334054 SOSA 

Neutral 473475 334054 SON 

Dorsal flexion 474146 334553 SODF 

Plantar flexion 474072 334489 SOPF 

Structured 

Simple axial 435135 299832 STSA 

Neutral 435135 299832 STN 

Dorsal flexion 435806 300331 STDF 

Plantar flexion 435732 300267 STPF 
 

Element edge size choice (1.0 mm) allowed for similar element numbers on both solid and 

structured sacrifice component cases. A longer element edge (1.5 - 2.0 mm) would had led 

to defective results as the inner elements of the structure would had had only one element on 

thickness. 

 However, to take account of the influence of smaller element sizes, a mesh sensibility 

analysis was reported on the following section. 

6.3.3 Mesh sensibility 

One of the faced inconvenient during the recursive solution of simulations was the 

necessity for very long lapses of simulation. Existence of contacts were a key factor for this 

delay. However, a mesh sensibility test must be carried, at least for the sacrifice component. 

Then, the geometry of the prototype sacrifice component was subjected to the loads of the 

neutral boundary conditions applied directly on its surfaces (Figure 6.5): 
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Figure 6.5. Boundary conditions for mesh sensibility analysis 

Mesh changes were controlled by variation on element edge length (1.20,1.00, 0.80, 0.65, 

0.50, 0.40 mm). Deformation (Figure 6.6) and equivalent stress were considered the 

parameters of interest. 

 

  

a) 1.20 mm b) 1.00 mm (original) 
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c) 0.80 mm d) 0.65 mm 

  

e) 0.50 mm f) 0.40 mm 

Figure 6.6. Mesh sensibility for deformation. 

As seen, deformation results, in qualitative terms are identical, with the same spatial 

distribution. For quantitative comparison, three reference points (labeled A, B, C) are 

selected for data lecture. Their location is shown on Figure 6.7. A graphic relation of 

maximum measured deformation and mesh element number is shown on Figure 6.8 to 

illustrate the possible mesh sensibility. 
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Figure 6.7. Selected points for reference on mesh sensibility. 

Figure 6.8. Element number vs maximum deformation. 

It is found that deformation is independent of mesh element size. In contrast, as equivalent 

stress resulted more sensible to element size.  

A 

B 

C 
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An additional mesh (element 0.45 mm) was used for a clearer insight. Figure 6.9 shows a 

view on the sagittal plane of the sacrifice component, as the maximum values are found on 

the inner structure of sacrifice element. 

 

  

a) 1.20 mm b) 1.00 mm 

 

 

 

c) 0.80 mm d) 0.65 mm 

  

e) 0.50 mm f) 0.45 mm (additional) 
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g)  

Figure 6.9. Mesh sensibility for stress. 

Element number influence on maximum stress value is seen on Figure 6.10. 

Figure 6.10. Element number vs. maximum averaged stress. 

Points B and C, subject to lower stress values, are hardly sensible to reductions on element 

size. However, it was found that elements on the point A tended to diverge. A clear analysis 

of mesh quality on the size showed a tendency for acute angles and other shape oddities 

associated with mesh reduction.  
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As other undesired effect, use of smaller elements (0.65 mm and smaller) augmented 

solution time exponentially and did not show significant changes on results. Thus, the 

working element edge size was kept as 1.00 mm for the full analysis. 

 

6.4 FEA Results  

The results of interests for each component are a) maximum total deformation b) 

maximum equivalent strain c) maximum von Mises equivalent stress, d) safety factor. For 

the sacrifice component only, e) maximum strain energy, f) minimum safety factor to 

fatigue, and g) minimum operation cycles are examined, as the other components had a 

neglectable role or were not affected. 

6.4.1 Total deformation 

From Table 6.4 and Figure 6.11 can be inferred that geometry tends to, with 

independence of inner structure on sacrifice component, very similar qualitative behavior, 

with the dominance of axial loading effects on any position.  

  

a) SOSA b) STSA 
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c) SON d) STN 

  

e) SODF f) STDF 

  

g) SOPF h) STPF 

Figure 6.11 Assemble deformation state.  
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Table 6.4. Maximum deformation on prosthesis components (mm). 

Sacrifice 

component 

type 

Component 
Simple 

axial 
Neutral 

Dorsal 

flexion 

Plantar 

flexion 

Solid 

Tibial 0.1607 0.0256 0.0684 0.0128 

Sacrifice  0.1689 0.0586 0.0904 0.1388 

Talar 0.0006 0.0003 0.0005 0.0002 

Structured 

Tibial 0.3121 0.0448 0.1356 0.0245 

Sacrifice  0.3309 0.0599 0.1617 0.1808 

Talar 0.0010 0.0003 0.0008 0.0002 

 

However, it must be addressed that maximum displacements on assembles with structured 

sacrifice components (0.31-0.33 mm.) can double the measured ones on solid sacrifice 

equivalent (0.16 mm). Talar component does not displaces noticeably (0.0001-0.0006 mm) 

This is appreciated in better detail if a section of the model is done, as well with and 

adjustment for a common color scale for total deformation (as seen on Figure 6.12), where 

the hollow structure element deformation is concentrated mostly on the posterior zone of 

sacrifice component. 
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Figure 6.12 Assemble deformation state. Neutral position. Middle section [156]. 

It is understood that displacement lesser values are more suited, as the soft tissues could be 

overloaded, and the lower limb affected if the assemble has rigid motion [29,188]. 

Specific results for isolated components are described by subsequent Figures 6.13-6.15. 

  

a) SOSA b) STSA 
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c) SON d) STN 

  

e) SODF f) STDF 

  

g) SOPF h) STPF 

Figure 6.13. Tibial component deformation. 
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Cadaveric studies on both Agility™ and STAR™ TAA prosthesis for loaded and unloaded 

varieties of positions (150 and 300 N) reported maximum relative displacement of 0.5 mm 

for tibial component and a range of 1-1.5 mm for talar component [161]. Considering the 

first criteria, performance is slightly better for both solid and structured assembles.   

 

  

a) SOSA b) STSA 

  

c) SON d) STN 
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e) SODF f) STDF 

  

g) SOPF h) STPF 

Figure 6.14. Sacrifice component deformation 

  

a) SDSA b) STSA 
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c) SON d) STN 

  

e) SODF f) STDF 

  

g) SOPF h) STPF 

Figure 6.15. Talar component deformation 
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Other simulation works about implant micromotion on BOX®, Mobility™ and SALTO® 

shown peak values on the range of 0.01-0.02 mm for talar component and 0.005-0.06 mm 

for tibial component on neutral position [161]. Under this criteria, neither assemble has a 

smaller micromovement for tibial component on neutral position, but they are close. 

6.4.2 Total elastic strain 

Strain has similar distribution patterns (Table 6.5, Figures 6.16-6.18) to deformation, 

but the presence or lack of inner structure on sacrifice element do show changes on 

distribution. 

  

  

a) SOSA b) SON 
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e) SODF d) SOPF 

Figure 6.16. Assemble deformation state. Solid component. 
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a) STSA b) STN 

  

  

c) STDF d) STPF 

Figure 6.17. Assemble deformation state. Structured component. 
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Figure 6.18 Assemble strain state. Dorsiflexion position. Middle section [156]. 

 

Table 6.5. Maximum strain on prosthesis components (mm/mm) 

Sacrifice 

component 

type 

Component 
Simple 

axial 
Neutral 

Dorsal 

flexion 

Plantar 

flexion 

Solid 

Tibial 0.0009 0.0008 0.0008 0.0017 

Sacrifice  0.0578 0.05841 0.0576 0.0685 

Talar 0.0001 0.00005 0.00005 0.0005 

Structured 

Tibial 0.0013 0.0017 0.0016 0.0017 

Sacrifice  0.0973 0.0648 0.0915 0.1187 

Talar 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0006 

 

Tibial component (Figures 6.19 and 6.20) has a very regular behavior on both assembles and 

positions (0.008-0.0017 mm/mm on maximum range). 
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a) SOSA b) SON 

  

 

 

e) SODF d) SOPF 

Figure 6.19. Tibial component strain. Solid component 
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a) STSA b) STN 

  

 

 

c) STDF d) STPF 

Figure 6.20. Tibial component strain. Structured component. 
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In contrast, sacrifice component has the highest strain values (Figure 6.21-6.22). These are 

noticeable on hollow gaps edges and in contact zone with talar component. 

 First attempts on strain calculation for sacrifice component used a linear elastic formulation 

for UHMWPE, albeit it was very limiting for design options, with a maximum available 

strain of 5% on any proposed inner structure for insert. As seen on the lecture of Table 6.5, 

only a solid polymeric insert would have operated under these former strain limits.   

The reference upper limit for the definitive material used came from the later material model 

of choice (BIH), considering a maximum admissible limit of 2 mm on displacement and a 

maximum strain of 12% [75] on UHMWPE component for reliable results. These new limits 

are not trespassed on any case.  

  

 

 

a) SOSA b) SON 
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e) SODF d) SOPF 

Figure 6.21. Sacrifice component strain. Solid component. 
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a) STSA b) STN 

  

  

c) STDF d) SPF 

Figure 6.22. Sacrifice component strain. Structured component. 

Talar components had little deformation (Figure 6.23), on the range of 0.05- 0.1187 mm/mm. 

On all cases, the structured component has higher deformation values that their solid 

counterpart (up to 52.85% on average for all positions). 
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a) SOSA b) STSA 

  

c) SON d) STN 

  

e) SODF f) STDF 
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g) SOPF h) STPF 

Figure 6.23. Talar component strain. 

6.4.3 Equivalent stress results 

Stress distribution (seen in the subsequent Figures 6.24-6.32) is more important for 

interpretation and comparison as most FEA carried on healthy ankle joints [22,180] or TAA 

cases are more common [50, 160, 185, 188-189]. The use of equivalent stresses is the 

common reference. 
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a) SOSA b) SON 

  

 

 

c) SODF d) SOPF 

Figure 6.24. Assemble equivalent stress. Solid component. 
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a) STSA b) STN 

  

  

c) STDF d) STPF 

Figure 6.25. Assemble equivalent stress. Structured component. 
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Figure 6.26. Assemble equivalent stress state. Plantar flexion position. Middle section [156]. 

 

Tibial components are subject to the highest stress values of all the assemble, as it is seen on 

the isolated results.  

However, as the metallic components have a much higher yielding stress (970MPa), the 

major concern is the stress transmission to the softer sacrifice component. 
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a) SOSA b) SON 

  

  

c) SODF d) SOPF 

Figure 6.27. Tibial component equivalent stress. Solid component. 
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a) STSA b) STN 

  

  

c) STDF d) STPF 

Figure 6.28. Tibial component equivalent stress. Structured component. 
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a) SOSA b) SON 

  

 

 

c) SODF d) SOPF 

Figure 6.29. Sacrifice component equivalent stress. Solid component. 
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a) STSA b) STN 

  

 

 

e) STDF f) STPF 

Figure 6.30. Sacrifice component equivalent stress. Structured component. 
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Figure 6.31. Sacrifice component equivalent stress. Plantar flexion pose. Middle section 

[156]. 

 

 

  

a) SOSA b) STSA 
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c) SON d) STN 

  

e) SODF f) STDF 
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g) SOPF h) STPF 

Figure 6.32. Talar component equivalent stress. 

The maximum variable lectures can be misleading, as they are focused on small sections of 

a single element, with extreme gradient changes and no plausible physical explanation. For 

correction, several measures of variable value are taken from 5-6 geometrical centers of 

surrounding elements for an average value reflected on Table 6.6. The difference of both 

values comes on a range of 30-40% on all cases, but the impact of this variation is much 

more relevant on sacrifice component stress lectures.  

Table 6.6. Adjusted maximum stress on prosthesis components (MPa) 

Sacrifice 

component 

type 

Component 
Simple 

axial 
Neutral 

Dorsal 

flexion 

Plantar 

flexion 

Solid 

Tibial 61.2372 32.4242 41.0166 99.3844 

Sacrifice  9.7183 9.5938 9.2909 14.3810 

Talar 9.8683 6.1911 15.2250 30.5740 

Structured 

Tibial 77.7462 88.6246 83.5138 108.0502 

Sacrifice  10.3890 3.9605 9.8261 9.0308 

Talar 11.7090 5.0611 15.6436 19.1960 

 

Structured components increase the maximum stress values on all positions. Excepting 

contact zones, talar components tend to have low stress values. Plantar flexion pose gives 

the highest values for stress on sacrifice component on the contact zone with the talar 

component. 
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Having much more references, stress on sacrifice component can be compared in terms of 

efficiency. As it has been reported on literature and our mechanic tests, a stress value above 

20 MPa on sacrifice components is excessive for UHMWPE. However, many FEA carried 

on market-available designs still have higher peak values (26-36 MPa for Agitliy™ under 

3330 N of axial load; 20 MPa for STAR™ under 3650) on similar loading conditions [160]. 

Reported values are smaller on both solid and structured proposed assembles. 

From early attempts [182] it was shown that diminished stress levels are associated with 

widened support areas. TAA prosthesis design departing from original anatomy can impact 

beneficially on soft tissues as has been reported for BOX® [160], and the presence of total 

congruence for the cylindrical surfaces of talar and sacrifice component does reduce the 

existence of stress concentrators. This is supported by the obtained results of the solid 

equivalent sacrifice component. 

The presence of internal gaps increased the stress peak values on sacrifice component, 

having a variation of over 25-27%, still under the material limit but certainly in detriment of 

the inner structure intended purpose.  

In spite for this, a possible positive side effect is that wear debris would be isolated from the 

biological tissues, avoiding adverse reaction. However, this only could be confirmed by 

addition of a wear model for UHMWPE simulation properties. 

It was found that tibial component had associated the highest stress values on the total 

assemble stress state. This trait is shared with some previous developments [50,161], and 

effects on bone should be further investigated, perhaps suggesting the need of a better 

anchoring method. 

Proposed talar component is clearly a very robust design. In counterpart, a very massive 

design can be detrimental for a compromised talar bone. 

6.4.4 Static safety factor 

Failure theories are used in engineering to predict under which conditions will solid 

materials fail under the action of external loads [190].  
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For this purpose, material strength is usually derived from uniaxial loading testing data. In 

contrast, it is much more common to find a combination of multidimensional stresses on real 

designs. Thus, material failure theories are expressed mathematically as functions of stress 

and strain, while its physical interpretation will depend on current application. 

As a result of their complex, non-linear behavior, polymer failure is harder to predict from 

simple uniaxial yielding stresses, in comparison with metals. However, semicrystalline 

polymers do present a similar behavior. UHMWPE can be considered as a ductile material, 

with a possible elongation up to 450% before rupture and a clear plateau on the evaluated 

stress-strain curve, as proved on Chapter 02 stress-strain graphics. 

Under a multiaxial stress field on polymers, both Tresca and von Mises criterion are 

applicable. However, it is considered that the later adjusts slightly better to material data 

with a maximum difference of 15% on estimated failure [191] 

Multidimensional von Mises stress in terms of components of stress deviation tensor 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is 

given by Equation 6.3: 

𝜎𝑣 = √(𝜎11 − 𝜎22)2 + (𝜎11 − 𝜎22)2 + (𝜎11 − 𝜎22)2 + 6(𝜎122 + 𝜎232 + 𝜎312 )2  (6.3) 

 

And failure is considered to occur when that equivalent stress reaches the same value of 

uniaxial yielding stress [192]. 

Von Mises theory is excellently suited for ductile metals [192], so it will be doubtlessly 

applied to the other TAA prosthesis components. 

As programmed on the finite element software, von Mises theory was applied, using the 

maximum equivalent stress [107].  

Safety factor drops (Figures 6.33-6.34, Table 6.7) are mostly, coincident with stress 

concentrators. almost all the ensemble operates with high safety values. Plantar flexion 
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operator gives the lowest safety values. Values for sacrifice component are based on adjusted 

stress values, with the same criteria described on section 6.3.3. 

 

  

a) SOSA b) STSA 

  

c) SON d) STN 
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e) SODF f) STDF 

  

g) SOPF h) STPF 

Figure 6.33. Assemble static safety factor state.  

It is evident on the previous images that safety factor is extremely high (10-15) on metallic 

components of TAA prosthesis and these are not a priority concern such as the UHMWPE 

component is. 

Safety factors range among 1.1-1.5 for sacrifice components were obtained, as seen on 

Table 
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Table 6.7. Minimum static safety factor (adimensional). 

Sacrifice 

component 

type 

Component 
Simple 

axial 
Neutral 

Dorsal 

flexion 

Plantar 

flexion 

Solid 

Tibial 10.2430 13.8570 12.8230 5.0814 

Sacrifice 2.0580 2.0847 2.1526 1.3907 

Talar 15.0000 15.0000 15.0000 15.0000 

Structured 

Tibial 6.7931 5.4675 5.7748 5.3989 

Sacrifice 1.9251 5.0499 2.0354 2.2146 

Talar 15.0000 15.0000 15.0000 15.0000 

 

 

  

a) SOSA b) STSA 
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c) SON d) STN 

  

e) SODF f) STDF 

  

g) SOPF h) STPF 

Figure 6.34. Static safety factor for sacrifice element 
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Although the safety values are above failure, the operation of sacrifice component is still 

very near. It should be remembered that excessive stress on this piece is the main problem 

that lead to failure of TAA [14] and that the relatively low yielding stress of UHMWPE (20 

MPa) is the main limiting factor on prosthesis reliability. 

6.4.5 Strain energy 

In FEA, strain energy is an internal value relating stress and strain lectures for each 

element [156]. Having very similar mesh configurations, as seen on Figure 6.4 and Table 

6.3, these were directly compared. 

Although maximum and minimum values (Table 6.8) are dependent on element dimensions, 

the value distribution can give an idea of how the overall structure absorbs energy, as the 

most strained elements are the ones that may have energy-dissipating effects.  

Table 6.8. Minimum and maximum strain energy values on sacrifice component (mJ). 

Sacrifice 

component 

type 

Value 
Simple 

axial 
Neutral 

Dorsal 

flexion 

Plantar 

flexion 

Solid 
Minimum 4.68E-06 3.29E-07 4.99E-07 8.47E-08 

Maximum 0.07392 0.05273 0.07210 0.09353 

Structured 
Minimum 2.34E-06 2.22E-07 2.96E-10 3.52E-08 

Maximum 0.40889 0.05589 0.34945 0.28374 

 

Structured components account for more strain energy, as they are deformed easily. 

Reported values on Table above are rather small, as stress strain value is directly linked with 

element size. 
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6.4.6 Fatigue  

Failure to fatigue for UHMWPE was described on Chapter 02. A linear relation 

among yielding stress for GUR1050 and the number of cycles which it was subject was 

used.For the FEA, a zero- based stress was used, as the prosthesis works primarily on 

compression. Fatigue strength factor of choice was 1. Soderberg criterion on fatigue failure 

was used as mean stress theory, and so was the equivalent stress component [107] 

About fatigue analysis and operative minimum life cycles (Table 6.9) sacrifice component 

on dorsal and plantar flexion cases, however, are near to the safety limit (Table 6.10), 

considering the decay of yielding stress through the number of applied cycles as expressed 

on Chapter 2. 

Being subject to the same boundary conditions, the spatial distribution of safety factor is the 

same that the one shown on Figure 6.34, albeit the minimum safety factor changes  

Table 6.9. Maximum estimated life cycles on respective boundary conditions (cycles) 

Sacrifice 

component 

type 

Component 
Simple 

axial 
Neutral Dorsiflexion 

Plantar 

flexion 

Solid 

Tibial 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 

Sacrifice 1.00E+06 1.00E+06 1.00E+06 1.00E+06 

Talar 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 

Structured 

Tibial 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 

Sacrifice 1.00E+06 1.00E+06 1.00E+06 1.00E+06 

Talar 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 1.00E+07 
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Table 6.10. Minimum safety factor on fatigue (adimensional) 

Sacrifice 

component 

type 

Component 
Simple 

axial 
Neutral Dorsiflexion 

Plantar 

flexion 

Solid 

Tibial 7.5164 10.165 7.4314 3.7288 

Sacrifice 1.5451 1.5651 1.2937 1.0461 

Talar 15.0000 15.0000 15.0000 15.0000 

Structured 

Tibial 4.7458 2.9352 4.0345 3.7719 

Sacrifice 1.0641 1.3737 1.2484 1.4227 

Talar 15.0000 15.0000 15.0000 15.0000 

 

It should be addresses that some of the early designs used structural steel properties on 

metallic components; having a greater elastic module, Ti6Al4V alloy can be subject to these 

cyclic loads without risk of failure. 

Safety factors to fatigue are even lower, as seen on Table 6.9. It must be reminded that each 

assemble can bear the simulated loads for a million of cycles. Although it seems enough at 

glance, most fatigue tests and norms for orthopedic devices can range from 2-10 millions of 

load cycles [193-196], so further fatigue tests are required or at least additional information 

for this long-term operation. 

Finally, the TAA simulations were carried as isolated systems. A future obligated approach 

will be the inclusion of the proposed TAA prosthesis in a suitable ankle joint model, not only 

including the osseous tissues [182] but at least the principal tendons and ligaments to see the 

effects of assembles on the ankle system. 
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6.5 Chapter conclusions 

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is nowadays a key tool on modern design engineering 

on biomechanics and medical applications.  

A new TAA prosthesis design with a hollow, structured sacrifice element was tested by FEA 

to prove an energy absorbing effect. For the UHMWPE sacrifice component, a bilinear 

isotropic hardening model was implemented. Engineering decisions for model were 

explored for the other components. For comparison purposes, a solid sacrifice element was 

also tested as a control. 

From the preliminary numerical results of static structural analysis, it is concluded that the 

proposed TAA prosthesis assemble is functional and can be operated safely at least for one 

million cycles. Stress distribution inside sacrifice component does change with the use of an 

inner structure. The proposed design is susceptible for further optimization and 

improvement. Experimental test on the manufactured design and the effect of the overall 

assemble on the joint also must be explored. 
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General conclusions 

 

Main findings 

TAA has been developed as a solution for the most severe cases of ankle cartilage 

degradation. Despite the beneficial results obtained, there are still issues with soft tissue 

overload, prosthesis loosening, premature wear and excessive stress transmission to the 

lower limb, having a window of opportunity on biomechanical applications development. 

The architecture of joint prosthesis is clearly limited to anatomical dimensions; however, 

there is still the option of limited deviations from joint geometry while keeping the same 

functions, in order to reduce the impact on soft tissues.  

In physical systems, damping is produced by processes that dissipate the energy stored in 

them. Although most investigation for this solutions have been oriented to material 

engineering and surface treatment for wear slowing on polymeric inserts on prosthesis, a 

mechanical focus is reputed as feasible.  

Another important restriction was the use of biomechanical materials with the desired 

mechanical properties. While the metallic components have wider options or design, 

sacrifice component of TAA prosthesis are restricted to UHMWPE, at least by legal 

dispositions. This could change in the near future when other polymers are tested as possible 

substitutes. 

Surgical grade UHMWPE, specifically the GUR1050 variety was tested from a rod segment. 

Sample manufacturing for tension and compression essays needs were clarifying for the 

future manufacturing of the physical prototype. Engineering stress-strain curves were 

generated and compared with previous work. The obtained data was qualitatively coincident 

with literature. 

The obtained mechanical data was adjusted to a variety of material constitutive models. As 

it occurs on many polymers, relation among stress and strain on UHMWPE is non-linear and 

highly variable based on load rate, temperature changes and a myriad of controllable and 
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uncontrollable factors. As a consequence, a material model had to be chosen taking in 

consideration the best performance on the conditions closer to the physiological conditions 

and future prosthesis operation. 

Design has been clearly aided by implementation of numerical simulations and finite 

element. This has allowed a quick and affordable recursive design technique. From a general 

idea, numerical results interpretation served to discard, complete and for the bettering the 

various prosthesis proposals. 

For relevance, the choice of boundary conditions for the related FEA analysis should be 

close to the conditions found on natural ankle joint, in terms of carried loads and available 

degrees of freedom.  

It should be noticed that the aforementioned anatomical limitations avoided the use of some 

primeval damping solutions, such as the use of fluids or negative-stiffness honeycomb 

structures, as seen. 

One of the first explored options was the use of some damping, biologically compatible fluid, 

rather liquid or gas. On this early stage the use of FEA analysis for the design relied heavily 

on Fluid Solid Interaction (FSI); due the use of the tool, it was found that a solid UHMWPE 

structure with inner fluid embedded chambers could not be deformed enough to produce the 

required damping by frictional mechanisms. 

The use of negative stiffness was also considered. Although the technology has been 

available for some time, most applications are related with vibrations control. The later focus 

was considered as a good option until it was found that strain was excessive for the chosen 

building material. Another cause of dissuasion for the implementation of this solution was 

the need of a viable manufacture design: chosen geometry should had been small enough to 

fit on the TAA prosthesis. 

The use of simple hollow structures was formerly known on orthopedic applications for 

some similar, albeit different objectives, like weight reduction. It was found that this solution 

can be used for stress reduction within a limited space and restricted possible strain.   
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From the numerical results of FEA, it is concluded that the proposed TAA prosthesis 

assemble is functional and can be operated safely. Displacements and deformation 

parameters were compared with previous reports; while these were always higher for hollow 

designs, the associated change of stiffness allowed for more flexibility and energy absorption 

while still being close to original physiological behavior of the joint, avoiding a rigid load 

transfer to lower limb. Stress distribution and peak values inside sacrifice component change 

with the use of an inner hollow structure, being reduced in comparison with other TAA 

designs. 

 

Future work 

As a deliverable, a full prototype of a TAA prosthesis was developed. Simulation 

results are available for consult. However, only a rapid prototype was physically produced, 

with mechanical properties clearly different to the ones tested on simulations.  A process of 

manufacturing should be found for creating the assemble as intended with enough 

competitive advantages to justify a future market development of the idea.  

Prosthesis was tested as an isolated system, and it only took on account the osseous system 

during design stages. Even if it was demonstrated the safe operation under the average ankle 

loads, the effects on soft tissues are still in need of exploration. The nearest available solution 

is the inclusion of the prototype inside of a CAD model with at least the principal tendons 

and ligaments. In this sense, side work has been developed.  

The proposed design is still susceptible for further optimization and improvement after an 

analysis on interaction within a virtual model of ankle joint. FEA will be a valuable tool for 

this purpose. In this line, new suggestions for prosthesis tibial and talar are of particular 

interest, as this work scope was mostly oriented to the polymeric sacrifice component. 

Changes on lighter biocompatible materials, new anchorage designs with less impact on 

osseous structure, ang geometrical optimization of these components are the most relevant 

options.  
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Another opportunity area and needed step is the design of a detailed description of surgical 

technique. and the needed instrumental for correct alignment and implementation of the 

prosthesis on a patient. 

Experimental test on the manufactured design also must be explored. This would require a 

test bench, capable of operate within millions of cycles, following a correspondent norm for 

prosthesis testing, especially on fatigue. 

With these additional elements, the possibility for seeking intellectual property protection 

for the proposed TAA prosthesis design and implementation is feasible. It also represents a 

prerequisite for further commercialization. As any medical equipment, the prosthesis should 

be tested for assuring safety in order to be certified by the competent authorities. 

The use of highly crosslinked UHMWPE on prosthesis has slowly increased on commercial 

prosthesis. As a different focus for the solution of the same general problems of overstressed 

and over worn prosthesis, a combination of both seems at glance feasible and desired. 

Material characterization for a new material model is then required, in order to prove or not 

this possible bettering of the proposed design. 

And finally, eve when the use of negative-stiffness honeycomb cells could not be applied on 

ankle prosthesis polymeric inserts, the idea for its use for damping on other biomechanical 

devices should be taken on consideration. 
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